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P

W. WALTERS,

Excusing himself to the little woman
In this world,” continued the other.
in black, who sat quite absorbed in
“So they claim,” assented Brooks.
reading, he laid The Blue Ox In his seat
“Then
why
not
an
idea?”
Hess
spoke
Contractor and Builder, slowly, with a distinct pause between and betook himself to the smoking car.
Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, PA.
The mood was on. His thoughts
each word. “I could advertise or—or
TKAPPE, Pa. Office a t bis residence, nearly
came thick and fast, and his fingers |
opposite Masonic Hall.
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed. something of th at kind.”
; " It might work,” Brooks said doubt fairly danced over the white sheets of j
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.
fully. “But the thing looks a bit risky, paper. He felt th at the story was go
jyj" V. WEBER, H. !>.,
Hess. If I t ‘failed, we’d either have to ing to be the best thing th at he bad
starve or beg unless that novel of yours ever written. Success seemed certain.
DWARD DAVID,
Painter and
His hopes went up to the highest notch.
E
finds a publisher before long.”
Practising Physician,
“But It shan’t fall, Brooks.” Hess He could feel the crisp $5,000 note in
P
aper-H
anger,
EVANSBURG; Pa. Office H onrs: U ntil 9
paced the floor excitedly. “Lend me a his fingers. He saw his name in large
a. m.; 7 to* p. m.
OOIildEGEYIIiIiE, PA. 4»* Samples of paper hundred,” he entreated. "I’ll return It type on the cover of The Blue Ox. No
always on hand.
more 10 cent meals and threadbare
with half of the five thousand.”
g A. KRUSEN, M. I».,
I The artist stepped .to the table and clothes for him or Brooks.
wrote out a check for the amount. | While the train stopped at the sta
1H. MERKEL,
H om eopathic Physician,
“Take it, old boy»” he said. “I t’s my tion for supper he sent the following
telegram to the artist:
Practical Barber
all. We’ll sink or swim together.”
COLLEG EV ILLE, Pa. Office Hours : Until 9
“Safe on board train for New York.
a. m.; Bto 8 p, m.
“We shan’t sink,” was the author’s
(Successor to J. F. Illick), CO LLEG EV ILLE,
PA. Having worked in some of the leading hopeful remark as he grasped • his Have found idea. Shall return soon.”
shops of New York, Philadelphia and Europe, I
Then he went back and seated him
feel confident th at I can please the most par friend’s hand and wrung It with un
g B. HORNING, M. D.,
ticular in my line' of business. Give me a trial spoken gratitude. Then he donned his self by the little woman in black. He
and be convinced.
3au3m
hat and coat and went out into the i felt and acted like a new man. He ac
Practising Physician,
open air to think, to formulate some tually beamed with joy. He experi
enced a wild desire to embrace his kid
plan by which to buy an idea.
g
P.
SPARE,
EVANSBURG, Pa.
Telephone in office.
He turned to the right and went naper—the little woman who had giv
Office Honrs until 9 a. m.
the long street leading to the wa en him the idea. He grew talkative,
Contractor and Builder, down
ter front. On and on he walked, his confidential, mirthful. He was tempt
IRON
BRIDGE,
f
a
.
j y t . B . F . PEA C E,
pulse beating high, his brain in a tu ed to tell her about his story, but he
Contracts taken for the construction of all mult. “A hundred dollars for an Idea!” didn’t. He compromised by telling her
kinds
of
buildings.
Estimates
cheerfully
furn
Dentist,
The words thundered In his ears until about himself. And the little woman
ished.
6aply.
be half fancied th at he was shouting listened and smiled, but she told him
OOK. M AIN AND De KALB STREETS
them. When he reached the wharf, he nothing, not even her name.
J
H. HAMER, M. ».,
' NORRISTOW N, PA.
As the train neared New York Wil
sat down on a pile of lumber and
Rooms 308 and 805. - Entrance, Main Street.
watched .the crowds of people that lard Hess began to wonder vaguely
Keystone Telephone, No. 75.
Take Elevator.
what his kidnaper was going to do
H om eopathic Physician, were filing out of a steamer which had with
him on their arrival in that city.
Just arrived from an Asiatic port
Q heap and Reliable Dentistry. CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA. Office Hours : U ntil
Among the last of the passengers to For the success of his story he wanted
10 a. m., from 8 to 9 p. m. Special attention
given to ear, nose and throat dlwases. 23au.
land was a small woman dressed in her to do something extraordinarily un
black, a long, heavy mourning veil over usual. He was willing and anxious to
her face. She looked about Inquiring do exactly as she commanded him—
P
S, KOOKS,
ly, advanced a step or two and then that isi without risking his life. Even
marriage would be considered—if she
20» SW EDE ST., NORRISTOW N, PA.
paused hesitatingly.
SCH W ENK SVILLE, PA.,
In an instant Willard Hess was on Insisted. Since the first day of their
In active practice 20 years. The only place
his fe e t Though he had mingled little Journey he had been her devoted slave.
Slater and Roofer,
where Pure Laughing Gas is made a specialty
for the P a in l e s s extraction of teeth ; 38,000 gal
with women, save in the world of fic They had become good friends, after a
And
dealer
In
Slate,
Slate
Flagging,
Grey
lons administered the past 6 years. Beautiful
fashion. But she still remained a mys
Artificial Teeth inserted. Charges Reasonable. Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con tion, there was a strong undercurrent
tracted a t lowest prices.
lloct
English or German Language spoken.
of gallantry in his nature. Going quick tery to him.
“May I trouble you to hand this note
ly toward the little woman In black, he
to a messenger boy?” said the little
said:
T^R. S. » . CORNISH,
P. BALDWIN,
“Excuse me, madam, but may I ren woman In black just as the train drew
11.
Into the metropolis. “It is very Im
DENTIST,
der you any assistance?”
portant that it be delivered at once.”
She
pushed
the
long
veil
aside,
dis
C O LLEG EV ILLE, p a .
“No trouble at all.” said Willard, tak
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA. Hundreds of oppor closing a round, almost childlike face
First-clasp Workmanship G uaranteed ; Gas tunities for buyers to secure fine farms, excel and a pair of liquid brown eyes. “If
ing the note and pushing and crowding
administered*
Prices Reasonable.
lent business stands, private residences in the
his way through the passengers in his
North, and first-class properties in the Sunny you’ll be so kind,” she answered in
haste to comply with her request.
South, upon reasonable terms. No m atter what low, musical tones. “1 wish to go to
you may desire in the line of real estât®» we
R. FRANK BRANDRETH,
have or will secure ju st what you want. L o a n s the depot where 1 can take the over When he returned to the ear n few mo
D
ments later, the little woman in black
negotiated.
12jy.
land train for the east.”
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)
“Permit me to accompany you,” the w as missing. Her grip, too, had van
author said, taking her small grip and ished. She had undoubtedly planned
DENTIST,
p A INLENN EXTRACTING,
to give him the slip.
leading the way.
25 CENTS.
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry a t
Perplexed and chagrined, Willard
A low murmured “Thank you!” was
Our Latekt Improved Method.
honest prices.
her only response. She replaced the Hess purchased a ticket to the coast
Best Teeth, $5 .0 0 long veil and followed the man in si and a few hours later was rapidly
P G. HOBSON,
lence.
westward,
Gold Crowns, 5 .0 0 The train was almost ready to leave speeding
“I don’t see what the dence the wom
A ttorney-at- L aw ,
as
the
two
reached
the
platform.
Wil
H igh Grade W ork O nly at
an wanted with you,” Brooks cried in
lard hurriedly seated his charge in the disgust when Willard related the facts
NORRISTOW N
and
CO LLEG EV ILLE.
Reasonable Prices.
car and turned to go.
of his unique Journey. * “I think you
All legal business attended to promptly. First“You may sit here,” said a sweet must have been a. little off In the upper
iss Stock Fire Insurance Cpmpanies repre- TEETH WITHOUT PLATES.
voice,
and
the
little
woman
In
black
nted. A t home, Collegevllle, every evening.
story to let a mite of a woman like that
ESTIMATES FREE.
motioned to the seat at her side.
kidnap you. Was she a widow?”
CLEANING TEETH, 50c.
The man hesitated and turned red.
pDW ARP E. LONG,
“Don’t know,” answered Willard,
Fitzgerald’s Dental Parlors, He opened his mouth to explain that “But, changing the subject a little,
he
was.
not
going
east,
but
his
tongue
A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
-28-Wr-Main Street, Norristown; Pa. seemed thick, and his lips refused to Brooks,”! tell you th at story of mine Is
going to be a winner.”
and N o t a r y P u r l ig . Settlem ent o f Estates a 13?" Open Evenings and Sundays.
frame the words. Some strange. Irre
Specialty. Practices in Bankruptcy Courts.
“I hope so," said the artist. “If It
sistible power held him motionless and
Office : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
Isn’t, old boy, our name is Dennis.”
opp.Court House. R esidence : North Corner
speechless. The whistle blew, the con
The weeks of anxious waiting had
Marshall A Stanbridge Streets, NORRIS*
ductor shouted, the train nulled out. slowly dragged by. I t was the latter
' *Keep to Your Place and
TOWN, PA.
and Willard Hess sank limply Into the part of September. The Blue Ox con
Your Place w ill Keep You.' * seat beside the woman.
Q E O . W. ZIMMERMAN,
test had closed. .The prize had been
"I’m so glad th at you offered to ac duly awarded, and each contestant had
company me,” she said frankly In a received the printed announcement giv
W ithout good health w e cannot keep
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
pleased tone.
ing the name of the lucky author and
situations
nor
enjoy
life
.
M
ost
troubles
885 SWEDE STREET, rooms 6 and 7, Fornance
Willard wiped the perspiration from the title of the winning story.
Building, NORRISTOW N, PA.
originate in im pure blood. H ood s Sarsa
his brow and cleared his throat.
One of these announcements lay on
A t Residence, Collegevllle, every evening.
parilla m akes the blood’ rich an d pure,
“It’s nice th at you are going the table In the Brooks-Hess Bohemian
and thus prom otes good health, w hich w ill
straight through to New York,” the lit den. Willard Hess sat staring at It in
help you “ keep your place.”
jypAVNE R. tONGSTRETH,
tle woman continued, apparently un dumb despair, a hard, drawn look In
conscious of the man’s agony. “It’s his face. Twice he read the cruel
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
monotonous traveling alone, especially words:
„
for a woman.”
“Mrs. Eunice O. Dredgewood of New
And Notary Public. ::: No, 712 Oroser Build“Have yon traveled far?” Willard York city has been awarded the $5,000
¿I N e v e r Disappoints
- lng, 1420 Chestnut St., Phlla., Fa.
managed to gasp.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
prize for the most'original short story
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.
“When I reach New York, I shall of 2,000 words. ‘The Man I Kidnaped’
have compassed the globe,” she an Is the title of her clever and fascinat
MY LOVE.
swered, a little touch of pride In her ing little story, which will be published
EORGE N. CORSON,
voice.
i. face not beautiful, perhaps, as beauties go,
In the fiovember Issue of The Blue Ox.
Gr
Gladsome and honest, though, and, oh, so sweet
“Ah, indeed!” There was evident
“A most remarkable Incident of the
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
and kind I
None but pure thoughts could dwell within that surprise in the man’s exclamation. “I contest was the receipt of a well writ
NO. 48 EAST AIRY STREET, CORNER OF
DbKALB, In front of Veranda House and Olty
suppose”—
ten little story entitled ‘Kidnaped by a
mind,
Hall, NORRISTOW N, PA.
Elae would the brow not be so pure, and, oh.
“Tickets, please!” The conductor Woman.’ This story would have been
Can be consulted in German and English.
So noble still when beauty fades from here!
stood waiting. The little woman hand purchased by us at our usual rates had
ed over her ticket, while Willard ex it not been in many respects similar to
Full of the mischief are those quiet eyes,
JOHN T. WAGNER,
Reckless at times, and even saucy toot
tended the $100 check, saying, “Let me the prize story, this fact rendering It
(1 hate no words that could describe their hue.
off at the first station.”
quite unavailable for our use.”
•Deep as old ocean!) Falsehood they despise,
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
“Can’t accept that,” the conductor
“We’ll pink together,” Willard said
And of-their purpose ever firm and clear.
416 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
said gruffly, waving the check aside. lu a husky voice, pushing the hit of
All legal business attended to with prompt By those true eyes how many have been led
“Eighty-five cents in silver, please.”
printed paper toward his friend. Then
Over temptation—onward to the goal l
ness and accuracy. Consultations in English or
Willard ran his hand into his pockets he burled his head on the table.
Love seems the keynote of this wondrous soul I
German.
Can be seen evenings a t Ironbridge.
6jan.
In the vain hope of finding the desired
Drawn by its sweetness, many hearts have said
Brooks read the announcement and
This prayer of mine, “Let me but love thee, amount. His search resulted In bring threw it to the floor. ‘‘Your little wom
dear!"
ing to view a bunch of keys, a quarter an in black!” he exclaimed bitterly. He
J M. ZIMMERMAN,
—Asher Kawday in New York Telegraph.
and a nickel. He was desperate. “If took several pieces, of silver and three
you will let me off now”— he began, coppers from his pockets. “SeventyJustice of th e P eace,
when a sweet voice Interrupted:
three cents between us and starvation,
COLLEG EV ILLE, PA. Legal Papers, Bonds,
“One fare to New York.” The little Hess!” he cried,* with a poor, vain lit
Deeds, Ac., executed and acknowledgements
woman in black handed the conductor tle attempt at lightness. But there was
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate busi
ness generally attended to. The clerking of
several pieces of gold as she spoke.
a hollow ring in his tones, and his lips
«ales a specialty.
Willard tried to stammer tf protest, refused to smile.
A►
V
------<►A Story of How a Prize Was Won.
but the sound of his confused words
There was a loud knock, and Brooks
JOHN S. HENSICKER,
<fc
----was drowned in the noise of the mov stepped to the door and opened it. The
;I
BY MIRIAM LEONARD.
ing train. The conductor passed on postman handed him a small blue en
Justice of th e P ea ce,
down the aisle, and, with a grim smile, velope addressed in a feminine hand.
the helpless author handed the check
“A love letter for you, Hess,” was the
RAHN STATION, PA.
Conveyancer and
“I’d
give
a
round
hundred
for
an
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t
to his companion.
artist’s remark as he tossed the letter
tended to. Charges reasonable.
Idea!” WUIiard Hess suddenly exclaim
“Not now,” she said, with a little ges across the table to Willard.
ed, throwing a magazine upon a table ture of annoyance. “When we get to
The author straightened up. The
which served as a writing desk and New York, you can settle with me.”
ashy pallor of his face told the mental
g
W. WEIKEL,
Was ever man before placed In like anguish he was suffering. He tore the
catch all In his Bohemian den. Then
position? Literally he was carried envelope open with nervous fingers,
he
pushed
his
chair
back,
ran
his
hand
Justice of th e P eace,
through his thin sandy hair and stared away by a woman. And th at hundred and as his eyes followed the written
TRAPPE, PA.
dollars—his friend’s money—would go words of the letter the hard, drawn
Conveyancer and General Business Agent. at the low, dingy celling.
for naught. They—Brooks and he— look, the ashy pallor, slowly vanished.
Legal P a p e rs , Deeds, eto., carefully drawn. 1 “W hat kind of an idea, old boy?” de
The The artist saw the change and eagerly
Claims collected. Sales clerked. Moderate manded Burdett Brooks, a tall, slim would have to sink together.
charges.
20jan.
thought was maddening. And yet be awaited some word of explanation.
fellow of 30, with dark, dreamy eyes could not feel angry with the sweet
“We’ll swim together, Brooks!” Wilr
and an Immense black mustache. faced little woman who was the cause
Brooks moved his canvas more to the of all the trouble. But what could she lard shouted, springing to his feet and
light and stood, brush In hand, waiting mean by Insisting on his accompanying suddenly seizing the artist’s hand.
“Read that, man, and then dare tell
j for a reply.
her? Was she an adventuress, an es me women are not angels!”
i “An Idea th a t would wring about
caped lunatic or an Innocent little stu
W hat Brooks read was:
words from my empty pate,” an pid? He gave a cautious, sidelong
Collegeville, Pa. 2,000
Dear Mr. Hess—From The Blue Ox Publish
swered Hess. The Blue Ox offers a glance a t the mysterious creature. ingMycompany
I obtained your name and address
Second door above cash prize of $5,000 for the most orlg- Surely she looked neither bold nor dan and now take the liberty oi writing yon, as I
railroad.
! Inal story of 2,000 words received be gerous as she sat there, her white, wish to remit one-half‘of the prize money receiv
ed for my story. In turning over this portion of
F in e s t grades of fore Sept. 1. Now, all I need Is an
and tobacco original idea, and, presto, the prize is plump hands clasped in her lap. He the money to you T consider that I am merely
on hand.
could not see the expression on her being Just, a feeling fully shared by my husband.
mine! W hat do you say to going halves? face, but the thick coll of yellow hair Earnestly trusting that the inclosed check will
You furnish the idea, and I’ll do the visible through the heavy veil did not somewhat compensate you for the time lost in
to and from New'York, I am, sincerely
JOHN H. CASSELBERRY,
story.” Hess jumped to his feet and Impress him with the thought th at she Journeying
yours,
E unice O. D redgewood.
stood with his thumbs In the armholes was stupid. W hat then?
New York City, Sept. 16, 1899.
'
of
his
vest.
He
was
a
short
man,
Surveyor & C onveyancer.
“Let’s go out and get a square meal,”
Presently the woman opened her grip
smooth shaved, gray eyed and full of
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk nervous energy. The lines In his face, and took out several magazines. “Do was the artist’s rather disappointing
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
you care to read?” she asked, offering remark as he handed back the letter
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi especially the deep set horlzonal ones him one, the cover of which was and reached for his hat.
dence : Evansburg, Pa.
18oc.
across the high forehead, told th at he j strangely familiar. It was the June Is
An hour later the two Bohemians
j took life more seriously than did the
were seated in a swell restaurant, an
sue of The Blue Ox.
artist.
J G. EETTEROLF,
“Thank you!” he answered, with a open bottle of champagne before them.
“Oh, I don’t know,” Brooks said, self conscious air as he recognized the
“Here’s to the little woman In black!”
I with a slight. Indifferent drawl. “I book. He turned to the prize offer and said the author, raising a glass of
AUCTIONEER,
don’t believe th at I quite see the drift read It through, regardless of the fact sparkling liquid.—Nickell.
Offices In Baldwin’s Real Estate Building, Col of your scheme. W hat’s the use of th at he knew It by heart, word by
legeville, and a t the office of Attorney E. F. beating around the'bush, Hess?"
Slough, opposite Court House, Norristown. Or
word. As he sat thus, like a flash of
A Hint For the Weather Prophet.
Willard Hess changed his position.
ders by mail promptly attended to. I am i
He entered the meteorological office
thankful to the public for past favors, and hope ! He ran his right hand Into his pocket light In the darkness a thought came
to m erit further patronage.
18oct.
to him th at made bis heart leap for and said, in his Jerky way:
I and jingled a bunch of keys. “You Joy. “I have It—the idea!” he cried to
“This ’ere’s w'here you give out
have money,” he remarked abruptly.
himself. “Title of story, ‘Kidnaped by weather predictions, ain’t It?”
QCNDAY PAPERS.
“Some,” admitted the artist. "That a Woman.’ ” He pressed his hand
The clerk nodded.
' Different Philadelphia papers delivered
w .iioS' wishing to purchase in Collegeville and neat little sum I received for my last against the outside of his coat to see If
“Well,” continued the old man, “I
painting Is not all gone.”
Trappe every Sunday morning.
his notebook was In his breast pocket. thought as how I would come up and
HENRY YOST, News Agent,
“Money will orocure most anything 1 Yes: it was there, and his. pencil too. give vou some tins.”
CollegevlU«, Fa.
J

W. ROVER, M. D.,

w

Dr. N, S, Borman,

Real Estate Agent,

i ï i ' i ’ï ï â

F. W. Scheuretfs

S t o a t Parlor

“Yes?” said the clerk politely.
“Yes. I’ve watched very carefully,
an I find that ye ain’t always rig h t”
“No; we sometimes make mistakes.”
“Course you do. We all do some
times. Now, I was thinkin as how a
line that used to be on the auction
handbills down in our county might do
fust rate on your weather predictions
an save you a lot of explainin.”
“What was the line?”
“Wind an weather permittin.”
He went down without waiting to
say goodby.—London Answers.
Ruskin on Woman*« Dress.

When a lady walks about town with
three or four yards of silk tied in a
bundle behind her, she doesn’t see it
herself or benefit by it herself. She
carries it for the benefit of beholders.
When she has put all her diamonds
on in the evening, tell her to stay at
home and enjoy them In a radiant soli
tude, and the child, with his forbidden
barley sugar, will not look more blank.
She carries her caparison either for
the pleasure or the mortification of so
ciety and can no more enjoy Its bril
liancy by herself than a chandelier can
enjoy having its gas lighted.—Ruskin.

sidered vulgar in England Is considered
polite in China, for during the meal
the guest must smack her lips to show
the meal is appreciated. Very few are
educated, the great majority being
able to neither write nor read. Proba
bly first of all the guest will be asked
her age, for the Chinese ask the most
pointed and personal questions. The
older she is the more admirable will
she appear in the eyes of her hostess,
for youth In China does not gain much
respect The hostess will then want
to know if her parents are living, how
many brothers and sisters she has, and
from these inquiries will pass on to
dress, any peculiarities in the visitor’s
toilet being carefully noted, and the
jewelry, lace and ribbons are religious
ly examined and admired, all that the
visitor possesses being extravagantly
praised and the -belongings of thè
hostess correspondingly depreciated.
At the close of the visit the latter will
insist upon accompanying her visitor
to the outer court, which of course she
must be implored not to do, but which
she does In the end, all the same, final
ly shaking hands Chinese fashion,
after which the visitor enters her cart
and drives away.—London Household
Words.

my feet thereon.”—Chicago
Herald.
Might Try a Couplet.

.
I
!

j

Gets tbe Boys Up.

“1 have two suits for my two boys,”
Bays a Philadelphia man, “one new and
expensive, the other very old and ugly
and worn. They own these suits in
common, and the boy who gets up first
in thé morning wears the good -one as
a reward. Both boys are fond of dress,
and so this scheme works well. The
minute I shout, ‘Boys, get, up,’ they
spring out of bed and make a rush for
the new suit. Sometimes they reach
it together, when there will be a hot
fight over who’s to wear it, and 1 have
to come up and restore order with a
hairbrush.”

Curing Warts by Suggestion.

Among the curiosities of disease
which pathologists must somehow ex
plain and put in line with their other
observations before they can dogmatize
as to the permanence of organic
changes is the disappearance of warts,
often apparently under nervous influ
ences of the character of suggestion.
As is weU known, the stories about
w arts and their cure by strange de
vices are infinite, and In many cases
are so strange that It is only on the
hypothesis of suggestion th at they can
be explained or even believed. Need
less to say, however, the theory that
such solid and obvious overgrowths as
warty masses can be made to shrivel
and
die off under the Influence of such
CEREMONIALS THAT ARE PROPER ON
a mental process as suggestion has
SUCH OCCASIONS.
bearings which reach far and can hard
ly be limited to w arts alone.
The Duties of Hostess and Guests
A case is related by Dr. Dibble Staple
Are Intricate, and the Etiquette
of a girl 15 years old who had a large
Smacks of Hypocrisy—
The House«
number of w arts on both her hands.
and Their Furnishings.
She had counted as many as 94 on the
All Chinese houses are hidden from right hand. Having read in one of the
passersby in the street by high, blank medical journals th at a number of
walls, while on each side of the en warts had been cured by vaccination,
the doctor determined, with the con
trance are the stables and the apart sent of her relatives, to give the plan
ments set apart for the gatekeeper a trial. He therefore revaccinated the
and other servants. In China the mule patient on June 1. The vaccination
takes the place of the horse, and near was successful, but no effect was pro
the door of the courtyard a well duced on the warts until seven weeks
groomed, well fed mule will generally after, when they gradually disappear
be found hitched to an iron ring in the ed, leaving temporary white spots, and
wall, this being the animal which the when she was seen on Aug. 30 she had
master either rides or harnesses to his no trace of them.—London Hospital.
cart. When a visitor is expected after
accepting an Invitation, if the hostess
Still Kicking.
and her daughter-in-law are not in
There is a Woodward avenue busi
waiting to receive the guests, there are ness man who always takes his lunch
sure to be h a lf a dozen Women serv at a little place on Bush street, kept
ants, while the family will be In wait by a German. “He gives me ju st what
ing in the court beyond. They will be I want,” says the merchant, “and he
dressed In their finest apparel, rich is always entertaining.
silks, magnificently embroidered, with
“He kept me a little longer than
the hair elaborately dressed and adorn usual the other day, when I suddenly
ed with jewels, and bearing rich silver remembered an engagement, looked at
and gilt fans, also much decked with his clock, looked at my watch and
jewels. On entering the guest ad
then looked at him.
dresses the mother-in-law first and
“ ‘W hat time have you, anyhow?* 1
afterward the other ladies, the visitor, inquired.
if a woman, being welcomed in the
“ ‘Dot? Dot Is compromise dime,
Chinese fashion—by placing one closed sir.’
hand upon the other and moving It up
“ ‘W -h-a-tr
and down. If the children have been
*‘ ‘Gompromlse dime. All dose men
brought out for inspection, as is very dey comes in here und dey say ve mus’
generally the case, they will be drawn haf sum dime or ve mus’ haf stan’art
up In line and will greet the visitor dime, pnd dey yaw und gall names,
with a pretty and graceful courtesy.
und somedimes you dink It vould be a
As a rule, Chinese children will be fight. So I say by mineseluf I mus’
found extremely pleasing and attract? not dake sides, for dey all de dime say
lve, their quaint and fascinating lit to me how it Is, und I all de dime say
tle dressy, jackets and trousers, which 1 know nottlngs. So I puts In der
suit their dark skins and bright eyes gompromlse dime und none of ’em can
so admirably, lending much to the gen gick.’
eral, happy effect. A Chinese house
“ ‘But what Is it?’
hold is a community in which the par
“ ‘It vos dls vay. I poot dot glock
ents are the head, over which the moth back fourdeen minutes behint stan’art
er rules with a rod of iron. Each son dime, und I poot him fourdeen minutes
must bring his wife to his mother’s ahead off sun dime. Dot is vhat you
house on his marriage, and he must gall it—neudral dime or gompromlse
there remain with his growing family. dime. But vhat makes me misunderUntil she Is fortunate enough to give stooden myseluf Is dot dey glck like der
birth to a son the position of the mischief youst der same.’ ”—Detroit
daughter-in-law is very much like that Free Press.
of an upper servant, her life being fre
quently one of the greatest misery. The
Things tP Forget.
best rooms of the houses face the
Forgetting has Its pleasures, because
south, and these are occupied by the it permits the closing of the mind’s
mother-in-law, she having usually a eyes to harsh experiences and depress
suit of apartments, with reception, din ing incidents. The blues are a common
ing and bed rooms, which are separated complaint. If women are most affect
by handsomely carved screens. The ed with them, they are most disas
flooring is of brick or stone and un trous to men. They come a t different
covered, this being even the case In the times and in different ways to every
emperor’s palaces. W hat Is more, It Is one. They are the lowlands of life,
seldom clean and is made the reposi full of miasma, through which all
tory for all sorts of rubbish, being care travelers must pass, some oftenerthan
fully swept, however, when a visitor is others. The blues feed upon the blues.
expected.
Miasma breeds miasma. The way to
In the reception room of a well to do get rid of the dumps is when one is in
Chinese house a handsome table Is the lowest spirits to call up before the
usually found placed against the wall mental vision memories of the bright
opposite the door, with a chair on each est hour. On the contrary, defeat Is
side, while around are cabinets filled emphasized and despair made peren
with hronze and porcelain. In the bed nial by the remembrance of other de
room a k’aug, or oven bed, occupies feats and past despairing moments.
more than half the space, and on this
It is not a crime to fail, but it Is a
bed the Chinese woman spends more crime against one’s better nature to
than half her existence, sewing, eating brood upon failures. The fellow who for
and gossiping thereon, and at each end gets failures may succeed. He certainly
of this bedstead are carved wardrobe*. will not if he goes lfito every new bat
The dining room is separated from the tle cowed and cowering at the recol
reception room by a solid wall and not lection of past defeats. Dwellers In a
by screens,, as in the other apartments, swamp grow to have the lifeless look
while it must be reached by going out of the lowlands. Remembrance of the
of doors, although it Is under the same blues makes one blue. No man is
roof. The furniture consists of a high, ever born a pessimist. He becomes
square table, with two or more polish one by forgetting the wrong things.—
ed and none too comfortable looking St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
chairs, side tables for the serving of
the many dishes which go to form the
Didn’t Mean to Be Funny.
meal, and upon the wall inscriptions in
There is a certain Hyde Park clergy
Chinese characters.
man whose usually tripping and elo
On the threshold the hostess steps on quent tongue runs off the track oc
one side and entreats her guest to en casionally, so to speak, and betrays
ter, which the latter, to he polite, must him into amusing mistakes and blun
strenuously refuse, requesting her ders in the course of his pulpit ora
hostess to precede her. This little bit tory. Such a mistake occurred one
of Chinese etiquette can be prolonged Sunday evening not long ago, and the
for some time, when of course the younger and less serious members of
guest enters first, as was originally his congregation are laughing over It
Intended. She is then conducted to
the place of honor, this being the chair yet.
Tbe preacher had occasion to refer
at the right of the table, which she to the text “Set thou my feet in a large
must at first refuse, repeating the place” several times in the course of
previous meaningless performance, the evening’s prayer and sermon, and
ending by occupying the place. Pipes perhaps he had grown a little tired of
are then brought in, but if the visitor that particular phrase or feared that
is a foreigner and does not smoke the his listeners had. So, when in the
hostess foregoes her accustomed puff. course of the after sermon prayers
Presently tea Is brought In, clear as he desired to convey the same Idea
amber, flavored with flowers and serv again, he employed a different set of
ed without sugar or cream.
words to this purpose.
With It are. served delicate small
“Thou knowest, O Lord,” he prayed,
cakes, sweetmeats, candied fruits, red therefore, “how small and mean and
fruit marmalade pressed into small crowded are the places whereupon we
squares and walnuts browned in hot often stand on earth. Choose thou,
oil and diDDed in sirun. W hat is con- dear Lord, a laree Diace and estahlish

VISITING IN CHINA.

Times-

“Well,” exclaimed the persistent
poet, upon opening his mail, “I call
that encouraging.”
“Have they accepted something?”
asked his wife.
“No; but instead of the printed re
jection slip the editor returns my quatrain with a criticism In his own
hand.”
“W hat does he say?”
“He says, ‘Herewith we return your
quatrain; it is too long.’ ”—Exchange,

SOME COSTLY WORDS.
Tbe British Nation Has Paid £20,000
For “Place” Among: Others,

Wonderful Courage.

T hat was a magnificent feat per
formed by a French regiment when
they were fighting the Austrians. It
happened a long time ago, but the inci
dent was marked by such superlative
valor th a t it will never be forgotten.
j The regiment, under Colonel Walhubert, was sent to take an lntrenchment
of the Austrians in the heights of the
| Simplon pass. Arriving a t the point,
' they found the enemy solidly intrench
ed in w hat appeared to be an impreg
nable position. In front of their re
doubts and quite separating them from
j the French force was a deep chasm
through which ran a mountain torrent.
How to get across was a problem
seemingly impossible to solve. But the
colonel was equal to It. He found a
long, straight tree with a trunk almost
a foot in thickness. This he ordered
to be cut down, and the trunk was ac
tually thrust across the chasm under a
galling lire. The colonel gave the word
to pass over—one man at a time.
The first was shot and pitched down
to death in the chasm. The second and
third shared his fate, but presently a
few succeeded in the desperate at
tempt. Then the colonel followed,
formed the little party on the other
side and charged. The enemy, dumfounded at such extraordinary brav
ery, left their position and fled.—Cas
sell’s.

The word “place,” over which there
was a deal of bother a short time ago,
cost a trifle over £4,000 a letter, and It
may cost a great deal more before It
becomes obsolete.
We all know th at a “place” is a
place, and no amount of fighting and
money spending can make it anything
else, but until recently to ask a judge
w hat was a “place” in the strict legal
sense was to court one’s own ruin un
less one had considerable fortune. The
meaning of the word has now, how
ever, been decided, though it is not
everybody who can understand exactly
w hat the decision Is. But any lawyer
is now in a position to define a “place”
for you at 6s. 8d. a time after upward
of £20,000 has been expended in ob
taining a real, solid, stable definition.
To the average landsman a ship Is
“outward bound” when it has started
from Its moorings on a journey. But
many thousands of pounds have been
spent'trying to extract from our learn-,
ed judges an authoritative definition
of the expression.
The m atter was discussed In the
admiralty court for six hours on end not long ago. I t was an insurance
case, and the policy of insurance only
covered the time “between the vessel
being outward bound and homeward
bound,” and the law was asked to de
cide whether the ship was “outward
bound” wheq an accident occurred. She
had left the docks and was steaming
down the river. She had her full crew,
all her passengers and all her cargo.
Surely, then, she was “outward
bound?” No, she was not, for the
reason th at she Intended to-stop some
distance down the river to take in a
little extra coal for her own consump
tion. To be “outward bound” a vessel
must have no Intention of stopping for
any purpose whatever until she reaches
her first port of call. If she does not
Intend to make any such stop, she Is
“outward bound” as soon as she has
swung herself out of dock and is sail
ing or steaming down river. She may
even be made to stop, but she must not
anticipate or intend to stop. She Is
only “outward bound” when she is on
her actual journey and not on a pre
liminary trip to pick up passengers,
mails, cargo, coals, water or anything
like that. And this decision, which
will last so long as it is uncontested,
has cost thousands of pounds to arrive
at
If a will be made and some of the
words are erased, so that they cannot
be read wthout a lens, are those words
“apparent?” Such a queston has oc
curred more than once, and the bills
for their decision have been very, very
long. In the case ju st mentioned the
words would not be “apparent,” the
ruling being that for words to be “ap
parent” they must be readable without
the need of any artificial facilities.
The word “accident” has bothered a
good many lawyers, and there is plenty
of life in It yet. If you were stung by
a bee and your death resulted directly
from that sting, could your next of kin
obtain the amount of your accident in
surance policy? Such a misfortune
hardly fits in with one’s conception of
an “accident;” yet how else could it
rank? It would be an “accident,” but
there must be no unusual stupidity on
the part of the person stung for It to
rank so in law. If, for instance, the
person were pulling the bee by the near
hind leg in such a manner as to cause
it annoyance, so th at it might reason
ably be expected to sting the person,
it would not be an “accident.” W hat
it would be Is undecided. We can
only suggest “suicide,” for sudden
death from unnatural causes must be
either accidental, murderous or suici
dal, and, as a bee is not amenable to
British laws, It could not be murder.
When a man is summoned before a
court of Justice, is he “brought” before
the court? Some laws lay down that
for certain offenses persons must be
“brought” before a court for trial. So,
If they are summoned, are the require
ments of the acts complied with? In
law they are, for the reason that a
summons signed by a justice Is sup
posed to compel a person to appear as
ordered; hence he is “brought” by the
summons. It is a small point, but it
cost £400 before it was finally settled.
—London Answers,
A Grease Spot Salt.

A man whose wife found much fault
With him—probably with justice—on
account of his untidiness, went to a
tailor to order a suit of clothes.
“W hat kind of goods do you-want?”
asked the tailor.
“All wool and exactly of this color,”
replied the customer, presenting a sam
ple.
“I t Is hard to tell Just w hat color
this Is,” rejoined the other, Inspecting
i t “Where did you get It? ’
“I cut it from my last s u it”
“It doesn’t seem to have any figure.”
“No. This is inhere some grease got
on i t I cut out the entire spot. I
want something a grease spot won’t
show on. See?”
After a lengthy explanation the tailor
succeeded In convincing him th at there
was no cloth of that kind In the mar
k e t—Exchange.

His One Brave Deed.

She was a hero worshiper.
Often she would read history ju st to
find some new hero to worship.
Otherwise she would read such nov
els as “Beautiful’ Betsy, the Belle of
the Brass works; or, The Baronet’s
Bride.”
Of course this made her feel th at she
had married beneath her, for her hus
band had not grown round shouldered
from wearing heavy medals.
Occasionally she- would tell him th at
she wished he was a hero.
Once the foolish man told her th a t he
would be a hero if he had a chance.
“You would?” she said in tones of
Incredulity. “Did you ever do any
thing in your life th a t looked like brav
ery or th at seemed valorous in after
years?”
He thought of the day when they
played
Mendelssohn’s
“Wedding
March” and he gave the minister $10
and she became his wife.
But he didn’t say anything about I t
For a true hero never talks about his
glorious, daring deeds.
So she never knew th a t her husband
was a hero.
Isn’t it a sad, sad story?—Baltimore
American.
Worshiping: a Turtle.

At a place caUed Kotron, on thei
French Ivory C oast the natives be
lieve th a t to eat or destroy a turtle
would mean death to the guilty one or
sickness among the family. The fetich
men, of which there are plenty, declare
th a t years ago a man went to sea fish
ing. In the night his canoe was thrown
upon the béach empty. Three days
afterw ard a turtle came ashore a t the
same place with the man on Its back
alive and Well. Since th a t time they
have never eaten or destroyed one of
th at species, although they enjoy other
species.
If one happens now to he washed
ashore, there Is a great commotion In
the town. Firstly, the women sit down
and start singring and beating sticks;
next a small piece of white cloth (color
must be white) is placed on the turtle’s
hack. Food is then prepared and plac
ed on the cloth, generally plantains,
rice and palm oil. Then, amid a lot
more singring, dancing and antics of
the fetich people, It Is carried back in
to the sea and goes on Its way rejoic
ing.
Imprisoned by an Ostrich.

A guardsman in the reserve of offi
cers who is better known for his swag
ger than his brains had an unfortunate
experience in South Africa.
He was stationed about 100 miles
from Cape Town at a remount depot.
One morning a farm er stopped him as
he was taking a constitutional and
warned him against crossing an inclos
ure containing a cock ostrich! which
had become bad tempered. The guards
man said th a t no ostrich ever hatched
would turn him out of his way and
went on unmoved.
As he had not returned home four
hours afterw ard his brother officers
were alarmed and sent out search par
ties. W hat was their surprise to dis
cover him lying on his back unhurt,
with a cock ostrich sitting on his chest
The bird had knocked him down each
time he had tried to rise, but could not
hurt him while he lay flat on his back.
Yet leave his enemy he declined to do
and therefore sat quietly upon him un
til driven off by the rescue party.—Lon
don Express.
Architectural Oddities.

At Frankfort-on-tbe-Main there Is
¡one street in which two houses on opjposite sides of the street lean over so
¡far th at their roofs meet over the
jstreet. In one of these houses Lord
¡Rothschild was bom. In Paris, on the
Iother hand, it Is noticeable th at tbe
¡builders Intentionally construct the
¡houses so that they lean backward
¡slightly to add to their stability. But
¡almost In the center of Paris there is
¡one big stone building which leans ont
fully 3% feet over the sidewalk. So
¡solid, however, are the Paris buildings
¡that this one is claimed to be safe.—
¡Pearson’s Weekly.
Told the Truth.

| Mother—Now, Georgie, I shall tell
your papa to punish you severely for
telling an untruth. You said you didn’t
itouch one of those six peaches, and
¡there is only one left, and I found the
five stones In your nursery.
[ Georgie—1 told no story, mamma.
The peach I didn’t touch Is the one
¡that’s le ft
Spoiled His Breakfast.

To Scare Him Off.

"Do you know, Hettie,” said the fa
th er to his 18-year-old daughter the
other morning, “th at it was after 12
o’clock last night when that young
man left here?”
“Oh, It couldn’t have been, father.”
“But it was. Now, don’t let that hap
pen again.”
“But I couldn’t tell him to leave. 1
did nothing to entertain him except to
show him my scrapbook.”
“Well, I’ll bring home my account
book this evening, with your millinery
and dressmaking expenses balanced
up. If he calls again, show him that.”
—Loudon Fun.

“How Is the landlady this morning?”
asked one of the boarders.
“Threatening and cooler," answered
the man with the newspaper, misun
derstanding the question.
And the other boarder, who was no
toriously slow in settling with the landjlady, looked partly cloudy.—Chicago
¡Tribune.

}
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All There.

j She—How many pictures have yon
¡painted since you first began?
I He—Oh, I haven’t any idea,
j She—Some day I am coming around
to your studio and count them.—Ex
change.
,

cottitnittee, in order that further Americans from foreign commerce
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The route of the “Atlanta Special” is
action might be taken. What will that they could not meet this de
be the next move is not yet known. mand and most of our trade has via. the Seaboard Air Line Railway,
“Florida and West India Short Line,”
Some think that Mr. Chandler is lately been carried on foreign with
through Pullman drawing room and
merely trying to frighten Mr. Clark bottoms. But the business is there buffet sleeping cars from New York, Phila
into keeping his fingers out of the to be done, a want to be supplied, delphia, Baltimore, Washington and
Ammunition and Repairs,
Richmond to Athefis and Atlanta, where
New
Hampshire Senatorial interest; and under natural conditions it direct
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connections are made in Union
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others that he has some scheme should not take American enter Depot for Montgomery, Macon, New Or
leans and all points South and South
which be thinks can be utilized to prise long to meet it.
west. Trains arrive and depart at Penn
sylvania Railroad stations. For further
COLLEGE V ILLE, M O N TG .C O ., PA. keep Mr. Clark out of the Senate Whatever disabilities American information
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New York avenue, Washington, D. C.; or
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S o m e w h a t prematurely, the editor wishes every reader ported to be, for the general in American tonnage in foreign com p l U V A T E S A L E O F
of . T h e I n d e p e n d e n t a very M erry C hristm as!
crease of our merchant marine, but merce has actually increased of late,
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was for the purpose of making but not in proportion to the aggre
richer the already rich owners of gate increase. The demand ex
A Farm of 72 acres of productive land—
T h e r e a r e n o “ t i d i n g s o f p e a c e a n d g o o d - w ill” e m a n a  the fast steamships engaged in ceeds the supply, which is more some meadow and woodland—with modern
and substantial improvements, in good ret i n g f r o m q u a r t e r s w h e r e r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s o f t h e h u m a n r a c e foreign trade, and that on general than can be said in all branches of Jjjljjlj. pair, in Limerick township on
aiiiffil road leading from Schwenksville Paint, Glass, Patty. Varnish, Oil,
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cellent fruit trees; ample water supply.
titled to government subsidies than care of itself. There is no more Will be sold on reasonable terms. For
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ment bounty than for subsidizing
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Representatives of the National any other special interest at the 25oc. ,
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Be had
from his cosy corner in the Prothonotary’s office for three New^York,
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made arguments before except Mr. Hanna’s campaign
at
years more, at least.
the House Committee on Foreign engagements.
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Affairs this week, in favor of a re
o f the Nineteenth Century #
Seven Perish in Ashes o f a
organization of the Consular ser
I t is stated, upon an authoritative basis, that the P resi
finds the Old Headqnar* | |
N o rm al School.
vice, which they declared was too
ter* for Santa Claus iu
dential vote of 1900 is only 10,563 greater than the vote cast much governed by partisan politics,
D u n k i r k , N. Y., Dec. 14.—From
t'ollegeville at
for President four years ago, and that fully 1,000,000 Ameri on a strictly business basis. The the smouldering ruins of the FreMakes
Prices.
cans failed to cast their ballot at the last Presidential elec same committee heard Representa donia State Normal and Training
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AGENT FOR AMERICAN FIELD FENG
tion. There were many reluctant votes cast for both the tive Aldrich, of Alabama, in advo School, which was destroyed by
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Cutters, Enterprise Shell Grinders,
membered by Old Santa.
T h e ship subsidy bill, fathered by Senator Mark Hanna same basis as the Military Academy makes it certain that seven persons m
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Clover Meal, Chick Manna, etc.
at West Point and the Naval Acad perished in the fire, which also en
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¡3?”General
repairing of Sewing Machines,
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I t had been hoped by those friendly to the measure that it
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The House ordered an investiga There were seventy-five young
would be voted upon previous to the Christmas recess, but tion, by a committee of five, of the women students in the building, of
fathers and husbands—all have 1
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been remembered in the prepara
the Senate steering committee decisively determined other charge that the death of Oscar L. whom six perished. The other
tions for the last Christmas of the 1
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wise. I t is an iniquitous bill and should be killed outright in Booz, formerly a cadet at West victim was the aged janitor. The
Century. Low prices rule in
Point, was the result of his being young women occupied rooms on
m
every department.
the Senate.
hazed by his fellow cadets.
the third floor of the building in
TOYS and GAMES—playthings
The President this week sent a company with a matron and fifty
that will attract the attention
of the little folks for hours apd
A. D. A l d e r f e r , whose seventh year as Steward at the batch of reciprocity treaties to the other young women, who succeeded
days.
Almshouse will be completed April 1, 1901, authorizes the an Senate, including an agreement for in escaping by descending the fire
BEAUTIFUL DOLLS—in varied 1
assortment.
nouncement that he will not be a candidate for re-election to the extension one year of the time escapes.
CHILDREN'S SILVER SETS—
another term at the January meeting of the Directors of the within which the treaties with
for table use; other silver novel
Failu re o f th e D isplay o f Leonids.
Great Britain affecting the British
ties ; ink* feu tains, toilet sets,
Poor. This statement further fortifies the promise Mr. West India Islands may be ratified; The display of Leonids this year
perfumery, nickle nut crackers 1
and fricks. .
Alderfer made at the January meeting of the Directors nearly a treaty with Denmark, relating to has been very disappointing, only a
DECORATED TEA SETS,, fancy
a year ago.
the Island of St. Croix, and treaties few having been seen. It is prob
cake and other dishes.
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tennial of the establishment of the unless during the next thirty-three U man Wm. F. Solly, Esq., is to be the Judge thereof, is an in capital at Washington was not as years there shall be another change
m
teresting report, even though it may have no foundation to large as it might have been, but the in the orbit of the meteors, bring
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White House and in the hall of the were stray meteors which had
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Constitution follows the flag,” and it is a failure if it does not, the governors by the President, Photographing by L ig h t From Venus.
and colors.
then those duties were illegally imposed. If not, the followed by an address on the cen Dr. William R. Brooks, director
history of the Executive of the Smith Observatory at Geneva
See our Hue of Winter Shoes, Boots, Rubimport taxes paid will not be refunded, and the insular tennial
ber Boots and Shoes. Try our Waterproof
Mansion and the development of the N. Y., who has used photography
Shoe, extra high top, double sole, or a pair
possessions of Uncle Sam will be merely possessions in name nation and the District of Columbia,
of oui Two-buckle Felt Boots, and have dry
for a long time in connection with
and
warm feet the coldest day.
for revenue Or as sources of expenditures and subject to an by Col. T. A. Bingham, Superin his astronomical researches, has re
■
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Horse Blankets, Stable Blankets and Plush
arbitrary government without the consent of the governed. tendent of Public Buildings and cently succeeded in photographing
Robes. Over 30 styles of blankets, from 60c.
Grounds,
*
during
which
the
pro
to
$7 per blanket.
The decision of the Supreme Court is awaited with great
objects entirely by the light from
Be ore You Purchase.
posed additions to the White House, the planet Venus. The doctor con
Floor Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
interest. In the meantime the Philippine elephant is picking a large model of which was on ex
ducted his experiments within the We can and will give yon good
Keep your cattle and poultry (n good,
up in weight.
hibition, were explained; an . ad dome of the observatory, where his
healthy condition by feeding them Rauh’s
value for your money.
Stock and Poultry Food, a great egg pro
dress of welcome by District Com arrangements excluded all light
ducer. Bone Mills and Crushed Oyster
Shells in 100 lb. bags.
E x - P r e s i d e n t H a r r i s o n ’ s recent lecture to the stud missioner MacFarland, and a reply with the exception of that from
Venus, which was admitted through
Faints, Oils, Glass, Building Hardware, 2
ents of the Michigan University has been the cause of a con by Gov. Shaw, of Iowa. This was the
and 3-ply Roofing and Paint for same.
open shutters of the dome. He
followed by a review of the parade,
siderable amount of howling on the part of some of those
Our Grocery Department Is complete with
commanded by General Nelson A. selected the darkest hour of the
good, clean, fresh stock, at prices as low as
Cannot'he Beat.
estimable citizens who have brought themselves to believe Miles, by the President, from the night after the planet had risen
the lowest.
and reports that contrary to his
that the policy of the Administration at Washington, smack east front of the Capitol. At the expectations, he found the actinic
Spindle Wagons, Baggies,
E. G. Brownback,
ing as it does of imperialism, should not be questioned prior commemorative exercises in the property of Venus’ light to be quite
strong,
the
photographic
plates
Harries, Phaetons,
House,
historical
addresses
were
TRAPPE, PA.
to a decision of the United States Supreme C6urt. The fol
being remarkably clear and intense.
made
by
Senators
Hoar,
Daniel
and
and
Farm
Wagons.
He intends continuing these ex
lowing striking sentences are from theex-President’s lecture:
McComas,
and Representatives periments every clear night.
“If the Constitution relates only to the States and their Richardson,
of Tennessee, and
people then all things prohibited in the States may be done Payne, of New York.
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in the acquired territory, and this view of the Constitution
is shocking. And if it could be done in Porto Rico, why
could it not be done in Oklahoma, Indian T erritory and
Alaska? * * * I cannot rejoice in the acquisition of lands
at the cost of abandonment of the old American idea that
government by absolute power is intolerable. Under the
Constitution of the United States it is an impossibility.”
From an American standpoint, unbeclouded by monarchial
sentiment, the ex-President is clearly right. The United
States must accept the logical fruits of wanton greed, of te r
ritorial expansion, or hand over the islands to the Philipinos,
take their bonds for $20,000,000, and give them a chance to
carve out their own destiny! The acceptance of the latter
alternative would be eminently the proper solution of the
whole question.
WASHINGTON LETTER.
From Our Regular Correspondent.
W ashington, D. C., Dec. 14, 1900.

—If being in favor of this govern
ment’s retaining the right to de
fend the Nicaraguan Canal in its
own way be jingoism, a majority of
the U. S. Senate are jingos, as the
Senate has amended the Hay-Pauncefote Canal treaty to that effect. The
talk of some Senators during the
debate which led to the adoption of
the amendment indicated quite
strongly that the Panama lobbyists
have not yet abandoned hope of in
some way preventing the passage
of legislation for the construction of
the Nicaragua Canal.
There has at no time been any
difference of opinion between the
majority and the minority; of the
House on the question of reducing
the war ta x es; the differences have
been as to how the reduction should
be made and how great it should be.
That being the case, the. minority
disappeared for the time being after
its proposition to make the cut $70,000,000 a year, instead of $40,000,000, as in the majority bill, was
voted down, and the measure went
through the House with a rush. It
may not have such an easy time in
the Senate,
The administration

thinks the bill already cuts too deep
for safety and many Senators that
it should cut. much deeper, and the
brewers are going to try to get
more reduction in the beer tax in
the Senate.
The referring of the Oleomargar
ine bill to the Agricultural, instead
of the Finance Committee of the
Senate, practically assures its being
favorably, reported to the Senate
whatever its subsequent fate may
be. If the opposition is as vigor
ous in the Senate as it was in the
House, it can probably prevent a
vote being had on the bill.
Much interest is^elt in the per
sonal fight that is going on between
Senator Chandler, of N. H., chair
man of the Senate Committee on
Elections, and Mr. Clark of Mon
tana, who resigned his seat in the
Senate at the last session of Con
gress to head off the resolution re
ported from the Elections Commit
tee declaring that he had not been
duly and legally elected to the Sen
ate.
It is understood that Mr.
Clark has been pulling a few wires
to add to Mr. Chandler’s already
difficult job of getting re-elected.
This week Senator Chandler struck
back by asking that the Clark reso
lution, which was supposed to have
been put to sleep to Mr. Clark’s
resignation, be sent back to the

The F arm ers and th e S h ip Subsidy.

From the Philadelphia Times.

C onsunplkH i

No class of the community has
been the easy recipient of more
legislative gold bricks than the is destruction o f lung by
American farmer, but he will be growing germ, precisely- as
more than usually gullible if he can ,
,
.
be persuaded that the ship subsidy moldy cheese is destruction
scheme is in his interest. The pre- o f cheese by a growing germ.
statement that “the profitable employment of the surplus productive
poweV of the farms, factories, mines,
forests and fisheries of the United
States imperatively demands the in
crease of foreign commerce.” So
it does, and foreign commerce
answers the demand.
Whenever it is profitable to ex
port the surplus products of the
farms, etc., they are exported.
They have been exported in recent
years in very large amounts. This
is to the advantage of the farmer.
But unless the farmer is himself
interested in sonie shipping venture,
it makes no difference to him
whether his grain is carried in
American or in foreign ships, pro
vided the ocean freights are suffi
ciently low that American- grain can
be delivered abroad in competition
with the grain from other countries.
It is for the general advantage that
these freights should be earned by
Americans rather than by foreign
ers, but it is of no special advantage
to the farmer, as such, or to any
particular class except those in the
shipping business.
The great increase in the foreign
commerce of this country has re
sulted naturally from our large and
economical production, both of agri
cultural and mineral products and
of manufactured goods. American
enterprise has provided facilities of
internal transportation, to bring
the surplus products cheaply to the
seaboard, where ships must be
found to carry them away. Internal
development and the home market
idea had so diverted the attention of i

^ you kill the germ , you
stop the consumption. You
can or can’t, according to
when you begin.
T ake Scott’s Emulsion of
Cod Liver O il: take a little
at first.
It acts as a
fo o d ; it is the
easi e s t f o o d .
Seems not to be
fo o d ; makes you
h u n g ry ; eating
is comfortable.
Y ougrow strong
The genuine has
this picture on it, er.
T ake m ore;
take no other
not too m u c h ; enough is as
m uch as you like and agrees
w ith you. Satisfy hunger
w ith usual fo o d ; whatever
you like and agrees w ith you.
W hen you are strong
again, have recovered your
strength— the germs are
dead ; you have killed them .
If you have not tried it, sen d
for free sam p le, its agreeab le
ta ste will su rp rise ypu.
SCOTT & BOWNE,
C h em ists,
4 0 9 Pearl St.,
New York.
5 0 c . and $1.00; all dru ggists.
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N. H. Benjamin & Go.
2 0 7 Bridge S treet,
Phcenixvllle, Pa.
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I believe I have the best selected
stock of Jewelry and Silver Goods
in this town.
The variety is large, so that any
jewelry want can be filled. Not
only are the goods new, but they
are dependable.
Sterling Silver

WATCHES.

Novelties.

THE ONLY GENUINE

CEREALINE
W

F E E D
CAN BE HAD OF

A. E. H O O D ,
OAKS,

PA.

Dealer In the Best Grades o f
Lehigh and Schuylkill

- C O

A

L -

AT BOTTOM PRICES.

A good watch for
boys, $2 00.
10 CENTS UP ; ALL Young Misses
PRICES THE
Watches In Solit
LOWEST.
Silver, $3 25.

J. D. Sallade,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN.

1 6 E a s t M a i n S t .,
NORRISTOWN. PA.
I » " I was the first to Introduce low prices
twenty years ago, and trade has followed
that flag here.

H oliday
Slippers
F O R

HVEE 3ST.

FLOUR and FEED, GRAIN, FERTILIZ
Men’s Velvet Embroidered, 50, 75c, $1.00.
Men’s Leather Slippers, 50, 80c, $1.00, $1.25.
ERS, LIME, FIELD SEED, &c.

W O M E N .
JJ

«HOLIDAY SPEC IA LS»
In Men’s Furnishing* and Clothing at WifMains’. An Unusual
Reduction for the Holiday* ia Underwear and Clothing.
UNDEDWEAR 16 to 29 Per Cent. Less than Former Price,
THIS IS HOW WE DO IT : Our Popular Dry Goods Merchant, Granville B.
Tyson, intending to drop Men’s Furnishings, has sold us his entire stock of Men’s Fine
Underwear. These we bought at a bargain, which enables us to retail many at wholesale
prices*, or 10 to 25 per cent, less than former prices! • - A GREAT SAVING TO THE CON
SUMER.
m
Men’* $1.50 All-wool Underwear,
i
$1.25.
«
1.585
“
now»»
. ,
l.OO.
“
1.00
«
,
75.
50 and 75c. ltibbed and Fleeced,
45.
50c.
37.
35c*
Gray,
* 23.

Suits and Overcoats for Men and Boys
at Surprisingly Low Prices:
Men’* $15.00 Overcoats and Units,
$13.50
“
158.00
«
«
><
loioo
"
10.00
«
«
“
$7.50 and $s!50
Other Grades Men’s Overcoats and Suits, $3.50 to $6.50.
Boys’ Suits and Overcoats, 98e. to $4.50.
Men’s and Boys’ Pants, 585c. to $4.00.
WE ARE LEADERS In Hats and Men’s Eurnlshings. For a fine variety of useful
Holiday Presents at Bottom Prices, call and see our Men’s and Boys’ New Hats and Caps,
White and Colored Shirt« in fancy patterns, Silk Ties, Suspenders, Gloves, Fancy Vests,’
Hosiery, Sweaters, Cardegan Jackets, Night Robes, Stockinet Coats, Smoking Jackets,
Rubber Coats, Silk Umbrellas, Grips and Trunks.

I. P. WILLIAMS,
LEADING GENTS’ FURNISHER,

225 Main Street,

ROYERSFpRD, PA.
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M e rry C hristm as - and - H a p p y N e w Y e a r l

B. LONG A SON,
— IN THEIR —

NEW RESTAURANT,
(Next door to Register Office,) .

No, 5 W. Main St,. - Norristown, Pa,,

Cloth Julietts Fur Trimmed; 80c, $1.00.
Croquet Slippers, 3 colors, Lamb’s Wool
Soles, at 75c.

B A B IE S ’

SH O ES.

In colors—Blue, White and Pink—with soft
soles, at only 35c.

ü

Headquarters For Holiday Goods R&p | |
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Largest stock in Montgomery county to select from. Come see, and you will be
convinced, and also that prices are low. A few of the articles are
200 Different Styles Fancy Rocker.
100 Different Styles Bedroom 8uits.
100 Different Patterns Morris Chairs.
50 Different Styles Parlor Suits.
100 Different Styles Parlor
75 Different Styles Sideboards.
and Library Tables.
56 Different Patterns- of Extension
80 Different Styles Combination
Tables and Dining-room Chairs to
Book Cases.
match.
50 Different Patterns Library Cases.
50 Different Styles Hat Racks
50 Different Patterns Ladies’ Desks.
30 Different Patterns China Closets.
25 Different Styles Ladies’
30 Different Styles Chiffoniers.
Toilet Tables.
40 Different Patterns Couches, covered in Velour and Leather.
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Large Assortment ol Wardrobes, Office Desks a n d Chairs.
Large Selection o f Ladles’ Desk Chairs and Odd Fancy
Parlor Chairs.

Really, here In this immense stock is to be found everything in furniture
needed in.the household.

Large and Finest Selection o f Children’s Doll Carts,
Rockers, Morris Chairs, Tables, Desks, all iu great variety.
200 Taboo rettes, that will be closed out at a bargain.
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ALL GOODS GUARANTEED AS REPRESENTED.

STORAGE FOR HOUSEHOLD GOODS. ::
Each party’s goods locked in a separate room.

GUS EG0LF,

Ilgi 113 E. Main S t,

*

I

NORRISTOWN, PA.
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© ^•BEFO RE BUYING Serviceable
-YOUR—-

FALL SHOES P resents
INSPECT THE STOCK THAT IS
SOLD AT THE

-* C O L L E G E V IL L E

SHOE * STORE

What can be a more serviceable gift
than A NICE DRESS. We have a fine
• assortment in all kinds of Dress Goods
at the Lowest Possible Prices.
Onr Famous IHnney
Wool Dlankets

are always appreciated and will give
In men’s Bals., Box Calf, Vici Kid, Russet,
satisfaction to all.
and Enamel Leather have double sole, and
are calf-lined.
Fine Table Linen and
Women’s and Children’s fine and medium
weight shoes. ISF" A full line of RUBBER Damask Towels
BOOTS and SHOES.
are tb§ joy of all housekeepers. Our
Thankful for past patronage; a continu
prices are right on these goods.
ance of the same is solicited.
Counterpanes, Comfortables,
-A_- YAT. L O T T X .
Mittens and Underwear

N ew F all
-AND-

W inter
Goods !
Flannelettes for wrappers
and children’s dresses. Guinea
Hen Flannel for Skirts. Out
ing Flannel, Shaker Flannel,
and Canton Flannel,
Sheeting in all widths,
Tubing for ' pillow cases ;
Muslins, bleached and un
bleached ; Towelings, from
5 cts., up.
Linings and all Small No
tions used for dressmaking,
such as bones, hooks and
eyes, shields, collar canvas,
seam binding, etc.
Buy the New Shape Cor
set for 1900 to have the cor
rect figure. Also the Silk
Opaque for dress trimming.
Gilt Braid, too, is to be used
for dress trimming, as well
as for millinery. Velvet Bibbon is still on the lead and
here on hand.
Ready - made Wrappers,
Overalls, and a full line of
Winter Underwear for ladies,
gents and children, at all
prices. White Shirts, Col
ored Shirts, latest styles in
Collars and Ties, and every
thing for Gents’ Furnishings.

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,

H.

I

§ FURNITURE STORE ! 8

MEN,
WOMEN,
Are ready at all times to give their patrons
CHILDREN.
first class service. Just such meals as you
At reasonable prices. Just a little better
want; all the delicacies of the season, and
than many others will give you.
the best of everything the market affords.
M A IN S T R E E T ,
RUBBERS for all, and good ones, too.
Oysters served in every style.
Rubber Boots for all.
C O L L E G E V IL L E .
A home-like place fpr country people and
townspeople to be served with meals or
lunches. Remember the place, No. 5 West
ANTED.
Main Street, next door to Register Office,
"Two good carpenters immediately.
Main Street,
N O R R IST O W N . Apply to F. W. WALTERS, Trappe, Pa.
and a few steps from Swede Street.

Stylish Shoes I

L F ’S

L.NYCE. W

can be suggested in our list of 8ervlceable presents.
We are the Leaders and the I.ou
est in Ail Lines o f Dry Goods.

MORGAN WRIGHT
Keystone Dry Goods Store,
Haiu St., Opposite Public Square,
NOKKINTOWN, PA.

THE

3BIGSTOREE
And Its Holiday Goods.
The people like this big roomed store.
Just think a basement full of TOYS, EX
PRESS WAGONS, GO-CARTS, &c. The
china rooui, full up, or was, getting little
thinned out now, of nice seasonable and
useful gifts ii' CHINA. BRIC-A-BRAC, &c.
Piices from 5 cents up to $10 00.
Then the NEW TOY ROOM , it is on the
second floor Here yq^see a fine display of
useful TOYS for everyone.
DOLLS : Well just stay in, take a look
around; price our dolls, and see how they
con pare with others. Of course the best go
first, but then with such a 1 rge line, th 3 re
is always the one her- sou want.
A NICE DOLL FOR 10c.
A PRETTY DGLL FOR 25c.
A BEAUTY DOLL FOR 50c.
A LARGE DOLL FOR 75e.
A LARGER DOLL FOR 98e.
Just think, a room 150 feet by 40 feet
filled with TOYS, DOLLS, GAMES AND
HOLIDAY GIFTS in general. An inquiry,
as to why such an addition was needed,
brought, forth the answer that last year his
customers were crowded very much. This
year sees this new, large, light, airy room,
ready for them, and the crowd- can be
handled much easier. The few years that
this new TOY DEPARTMENT has been
added has shown such an inc ease in the
Big Store’s business that he feels like giving
the Holiday crowds sll the room possible,
and certainly this year sees it will pay onr
friends tq spend a few hours there.
oooOooo

H. E. Elston,
HARDWARE, CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS,
TOYS, ETC.,
58 and 60 East Main Street,
NOKK1STOWN, PA,

» T H E INDEPENDENT®
TERMS — #1.0*» PER YEAR
s:
IN ADVANCE.
»

Thursday, Dec. 2 0 , 1900
CHURCH SERVICES.
St. Jam es’ Episcopal, Evansburg : Key. A. J.
Barrow, rector. Services every Suuday. Morniog a t 10.30, evening a t 7.30. Sunday School at
2.15 p.m .
St. Paul’s Memorial Protestant Episcopal
Church, Oaks Station. Kev. B. J . Douglass,
rector. Services on Sundays, 10,45 a. m., 3.30
p . m. Also Sunday School a t 2.30 o’clock in the
annex adjoiniug. Holy Communion first Sun
day in the month a t 10.45 a. m. service. The
seats in this church are free and a very cordial
welcome is extended to all.
Dower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev.
O. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 0.30
a. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. O. E., 7
p. m. Preaching, 7.30 p. m.
Dower Providence Baptist Church. Preach
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every
Sunday, Rev. Wm. Courson, pastor. Bible
sohool, 9.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday
evening a t 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every
second Sunday evening a t 7.30 ; Bible school,
Sundays, a t 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
days a t 7.30 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
St. Duke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S. D. Messinger, pastor. Preaching every Sun
day a t 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p m. Sunday School
at 9 a.m . Junior Endeavor prayer meeting,
Sunday, a t 2 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meet
ing, Sunday, a t 6.30 p. m. Congregational
prayer meeting, Wednesday, a t 7.30 p. m.
Catechetical class, Saturday, a t 2.30 p. m. All
are cordially invited to attend the services.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. J . P. Rowland
pastor.
Services a t 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Sunday School.at 9.30 a. m. Prayer service fol
lowing Sunday Sohool.

Announcem ent.

The office of the I ndependent
will be closed next Tuesday—
Christmas Day. It is probable that
next week’s edition of the I nde
pendent will be issued a day later
than usual. We trust, however,
our correspondents will send in
their favors Monday morning.

Miss Annie Stennett, of Plymouth
township, is reported to have found
a prize diamond ring in a can of
salmon, last Saturday. It is futhermore reported that she sold the
ring for $250 and is distributing
that amount among the worthy
poor of her neighborhood for the
purpose, of brightening their homes
during
Christmastide. Diamond
rings in cans of salmon ought to
M eeting of C atechetical C lass.
popularize the sale of canned
The members of the catechetical
class of Augustus Lutheran church, salmon.
Trappe, will meet next Sunday,
D am age Suits.
immediately after service.
Two more suits for damages
against the Reading Railway Com
Old S tore—New Goods.
pany growing out of the wreck at
Morgan Wright is one of the old Exeter were settled a/t Norristown
est dry goods dealers in Norris Friday. The cases were those of
town and his store has always been the estates of John Slingluff and
noted for its staple line of goods and Henry C. Wentz, of Norristown.
modest prices.
The Slingluff action was brought to
recover $60,000, while in the Wentz
case $50,000 was demanded. The
A Sleep W alker Injured.
terms of settlement were not made
While walking in his sleep Sun public, but it is understood that the
day night RalphHampton, of Norris amount paid was $10,000 in each
town, nephew of County Commiss case. The family of William Black
ioner. Hampton, fell down a flight of burn, of Ambler, who was killed in
stairs at his home and was badly the Hatfield wreck, settled for that
injured.
amount.
Farm Sold.

The executors of the estate of the
late Joh'n B. Detwiler, deceased, of
Skippaek, sold at public sale, last
Saturday afternoon, a farm contain
ing 78 acres to Daniel Longaker, of
Norristown, for $55 an aicre.
C harged with A ssault and Battery.

Frederick Miller, of Gratersford,
has been held for trial by Magis
trate Lenfiardt of Norristown, on
Services at United Evangelical Church, the charge of assault and battery on
Trappe, every night this week and next.
Richard Heist, station agent at
Trinity C hurch: Wednesday evening, prayer Gratersford. The difficulty is the
service, postponed; Saturday, catechetical result of a heated discussion in
class, a t 2 p. m. Sunday: Sunday sohool a t 9, relation to a package.
Augustus L utheran Church, Trappe. Ser
vices next Sunday a t 10 a. m.

and preaching a t 10 a. m.; the Junior C. E.
prayer service a t 2 p. in., the regular Y. P. S.
C. E. prayer service will be omitted, as the
Sunday School annual Christmas service will
be held a t 7.30 o’clock.
Further i articulars as to coming Sunday
morning and evening services see elsewhere in
this paper.

H om e and Abroad.
—Christmas,■1900;
—The last yuletide

Meeting of Insurance Company
M anagers.

A meeting of the Managers of the
Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire In
—Therefore, there will be special surance Company was held at
significance attached to
Bouvett’s hotel, this borough,
Saturday afternoon, for the pur
—Christmas Day
pose of closing up some unfinished
—Next Tuesday.
business before the end of the old
year.
—May the festivities of the season
be heartily enjoyed
Flourishing H orse Company.

—And may the practical lessons
The Farmers’ Union Horse Com
of life it will teach anew prove profit pany of Fairview Village, . with
able to many.
more than fifty years of existence to
its credit, continues in a very
—To every reader ■
flourishing eond ition. At th e yearly
meeting, the beginning o f , the pre
* —Of The I ndependent ,
sent month, each member received
, is—A Merry Christmas!
a dividend of $2, and there is still
in the treasury a balance of
$220. The officers are: President,
"*—Reader, in making your special D. M. Anders; vice president, Chas.
purchases for Christmastide re S. Anders; secretary, A. J. Truckmember those who advertise in the se ss; treasurer, A. J. Saylor. The
columns of the I ndependent .
Company has a membership of 104.
—Thanks to Mrs. Barrett and J.
Three Boys Drowned.
11. Bechtel, of Collegeville and to
the Royersford Advertiser, for
Three boys, ranging in age from
attractive calendars for the. new 7 to 10 years, two sons of William
year that is to come soon.
Snyder, and one a son of Elmer
Doan, were drowned in Shunt’s
J —:The office of W. H. Gristock’s mill
pond, near Finesville, on the
Sons’ coal and lumber yard will be Belvidere
railroad, above Lambertsclosed on Christmas Day.
ville, Friday evening. The three
—The new infirmary at the Alms boys were missed and a search dis
house was finished and was handed closed the fact that they had broken
over to the County Commissioners through the ice. Only one bendy has
been recovered. A search is being
yesterday.
made for the others. It is supposed
—An epidemic of measles has that one broke in and the others
closed the schools of Pennsburgand went to his rescue and were all
East Greenville.
drowned.
—William Yerger, of Shenkel,
Chester county, shot sixty-one
The S ch issler Spelling C ontest.
rabbits during the season just
As a resultof the Schissler College
closed.
spelling contest at Norristown the
students,
the
last
—The enlarged adver. of Brend- following
linger’s, on the fourth page, will be twenty to remain in the . class after
of particular interest to buyers of the contest, will compete for the
honor of retaining their places in
holiday gifts.
the February finals : L. D. Henrie,
■—The thermometer registered 7 S. A. Rudolph, Vincent B. Kulp,
degrees above zero Monday morn Carl Brown, Wallace Bieler, Harry
ing, and there has been skating and H. Hamsher, Edna Blaker, Mary L.
plenty of it on the Perkiomen, this Iredell, Alma Riggins, Margaret
week.
Kerper, Carrie W. Campbell, E.
LeRioy Royer, J. A. Keiffer, Mary
—Ivins Walker will hold another Brooks, Grace V. Etter, Mary Mcextensive sale of live stock, near Guigan, Emma Lapp, Bertha Grover,
Jeffersonville, next Monday. See John Derham, Brooks Thomas.
adver.

—John R. Garber, formerly of
Trappe, now of Philadelphia, was
in town Tuesday morning.
—Eggs sold at 35 cents per
dozen in the Norristown markets
Saturday.
—Low price and choice assort
ment of plants, suitable for presents,
at Rimby’s Collegeville Greenhouse.
—There will be a fox let-out at
Kline’s hotel, Limerick, on Christ
mas, la o ’clock noon. All invited.
—Thieves stole a quantity of flour
from Latshaw and Isett’s flour and
feed mill- Royersford, Saturday
night.
, —Mr. and Mrs. Jacob C. Kerr, of
Pottstown, celebrated their golden
wedding, Sunday.
N asal Polypus Removed.

One day last week Dr. E. A.
Kruseu, of .this borough, removed
from the nose of John Umstad of
Green Tree, Upper Providence, a
large nasal polypus; The operation
was entirely successful.
Philadelphia M arkets.

Winter bran, $16.50@17;50; timo
thy hay, $17.50; mixed, $15.50;
flour, $2.30 to $3.60; wheat, 72};
corn, 44c.; oats, 27ic.; beef cattle,
4£ to 5}; sheep and lambs, 2 to 4};
b'ogs, 6£ to 71c.; fat cows, 2f to 3Jc.;
veal calves, 4} to 71c.; dressed
steers, 81@9ic.; dressed cows 6@7f.
There is more catarrh in this section of the
country than all other diseases put to
gether, and until .the last few years was sup
posed to be incurable. For a great many
years doctors pronounced it a local disease,
and prescribed local remedies, and by con
stantly failing to cure with local treatment,
pronounced it incurable. Science has proven
catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and
therefore rt quires constitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure, Tnanufaetured by F. J.
Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only
constitutional cure on the market. It is
taken internally in doses from 10 drops to a
teaspoonful. It acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any case it falls
to cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Sail’s Family tills are the beet

Insurance C ase Non-Suited.

At Civil Court, Thursday, in the
case of Jonas Bowman vs. the
Mutual Fire Insurance Company of
Montgomery county, a compulsory
non-suit was entered. The plain
tiff was the owner of Prospect
Terrace, this borough, which was
destroyed by fire some months ago.
The plaintiff held a policy in the
defendant company for $8500, and it
was shown that he had placed
another policy of $5000 in the Sun
Fire Co., of New York, without
first notifying the defendant com
pany of the additional insurance as
provided in their by-laws; hence a
compulsory non-suit was entered.

Placed in th e Asylum.

Joseph Cuthbert, a Republican
politician of Lower Merion, has
been adjudged insane and placed in
the Asylum at Norristown. Some
years ago Mr. Cuthbert was a promi
nent candidate for Sheriff, but was
defeated at the nominating con
vention by A. D. Simpson.

—Of a dying century!

—A farmers’ union will be organ
ized in Lower Pottsgrove, Mont
gomery county.

Found a Diamond Ring In a
Can of Salm on.

The Peculiar Doings of a Bull.

"A big white bull, owned by Norval Acker, while being lead along
in Phoenix ville, Monday afternoon,
saw his reflection in the plate glass
window of a store owned, by Mrs.
I. V. Rowland, on West Bridge
street. He thought it was another
bull, and, lowering his head,
charged straight at his fancied
enemy. The bull did not stop un
til he had gone clear through the
window, and was in the middle of
the room, bleeding and very much
puzzled as to what had become of
the other bull. The animal was
very much cut up. The window
was one of the biggest in town and
was damaged to a considerable ex
tent.
DEATHS.

THE APPROACH OF CHRISTM ASTIDE.
CHRISTMAS SERVICES AT THE CHURCHES.

Another Christmastide, the last
commemoration of the birth of the
Christ child in the nineteenth cen
tury is at the threshold of mil
lions of homes. May the return of
the greatest of all festal seasons of
the year bring with it much good
cheer to a ll! Extensive prepar
ations are being made by the various
Sunday Schools of this borough,
Trappe, and vicinity, to hold the
usual Christmas services, and in
vitations- are extended to all to be
present. The program at Trinity
church, this borough, next Sunday,
will be as follows : Morning service
at 10 o ’clock. Organ voluntary;
hymn No. 44; Invocation; Gloria
Patri; hymn, No. €1; Scripture
Lesson, Isa. 9, 1-7 and Luke 2, .7-14;
prayer; anthem—It came upon the
midnight clear—W. W. Gillchrist;
hymn, No. 67; offertory; address;
anthem—Hail -Thou long expected
Jesus—Mendelssohn; the Lord’s
Prayer; hymn, No. 26; benediction.
The fine music selected is under
the leadership of Prof. J. L. Barnhard, Ph. D., the musical director.
The evening service, at 7.30, will
be under the auspices of the Sun
day School, which will render a
choice service of responsive read
ings, of recitations, music, etc., en
titled Hail Emmanuel. The primary
department of the school will have
a prominent place in the program.
The choir of the church will pre
sent the Christmas anthem : Let us
now go even unto Bethlehem—
Wm. Reed.
AUGUSTUS LUTHERAN S. S., TRAPPE.

The celebration of Christmas by
Augustus Lutheran Sunday School,
of Trappe, will take place on Mon
day evening, December 24, at 7.30,
and previous preparation will lead
to the presentation of a very inter
esting program.
st . lu k e ’s reformed church , trappe .

Special Sunday School Christmas
services will be held in St. Luke’s
Reformed church,
Trappe, on
Christmas eve, Dec. 24, at 7.30
o ’clock. The school has been in
training for the occasion several
weeks, and a full program of special
singing, recitations, and addresses
has been prepared.
U. E. CHURCH, TRAPPE.

The Christmas entertainment of
the Sunday School of the United
Evangelical church, Trappe, will be
held on Christmas evening, Decem
ber 25, at 7.30.
ST, JAMES’, EVANSBURG,

The Sunday School Christmas
festival at St. James’, Evansburg,
will be held on Monday evening,
December 24, at 7.30. There will
be the usual Christmas tree beauti
fully ornamented. Christmas hymns
and carols will be sung and pieces
recited. Ralph Royer, of Trappe-,
is expected to sing a solo during
the offertory. There will also be a
service on Christmas morning at
a quarter before ten.

Henry . Yeagle, aged 73 years,
died of heart disease Wednesday of
last week at the home of his son,
George Yeagle, near Limerick Cen
tre. ' The funeral was held Sunday
afternoon at 2 o ’clock. Interment
at Greenmount cemetery, Philadel
M. E. CHURCH, EVANSBURG.
phia, on Monday, December 17, un
The Christmas service by the
dertaker John S. Kepler, having
Sunday School of the M. E. church,
charge of the remains.
Evansburg, will be held on Satur
day evening, December 22, at 7.30.
Levina, wife of Thomas Garber, In addition to music, there will be
died of cancer at her home in Phila recitations, and an address by the
delphia, on Monday, aged 54 years. pastor.
The remains will he received at
The Lower Providence Presby
Collegeville station this (Thursday) terian Sunday School will hold its
morning by undertaker J. S. Kep Christmas festival on Christmas
ler and funeral services will be held evening, December 25, at 7.30.
at United Evangelical church,
The Christmas exercises of the
Trappe, at 11 o ’clock. Interment
at the old Evangelical *cemetery, Lower Providence Baptist Sunday
School will be held on Monday eve
Trappe.
ning, December 24, at 7.15.
Mary B ., widow of the late
Michael R. Schrack, of Trappe, died
Sunday at the home of her son-inlaw Jacob Lewis, near Trappe, aged
75 years. Two sons andone daugh
ter survive : Milton B. Schrack, of
Trappe; Daniel Schrack, of Lim
erick, and Mrs. Jacob Lewis, of
near Trappe. The funeral will be
held to-day (Thursday) at 10 a. ml
All services at St. Luke’s Reformed
church, Trappe, at 10.30. Under
taker J. L. Bechtel will have charge
of the remains.

Yerkes and Vicinity.

Mr and Mrs. John G. Detwiler of
Fairfax county, Va., visited rela
tives in this vicinity last week.
Mr. Henry Gutshall Visited J. G.
Detwiler and family last week.
Miss May Stanley, of Gratersford,
spent a few .days in Yerkes last
Week.
Misses Bessie and Cora Gotwals
and Miss F. Clemmer, of Norris
town, visited relatives here, Satur
day and Sunday.
Sudden Death of John Z. Kulp.
The Temperance lecture held at
About five o ’clock Wednesday the
Mennonite
school house,
evening of last week John Z. Kulp, Wednesday evening of last week,
aged 51 years, of near Gratersford, was greatly appreciated by the
was found dead on the premises of audience. Mrs. Bailey is a very
G. Grossmiller, near Black Rock. • interesting speaker.
Mr. Kulp had helped at a moving of
Mr. and Mrs. John Moyer, of
household goods during the day
and- was on his way home in an ex Bally, Pa., on their wedding tour,
press wagon when death overtook visited Jesse Mack and family,
him. His horse turned in the lane last week. Mrs. Moyer is a sister
at Mr. Grossmiller’s place, and the to Mrs. Mack,
Thirtieth Anniversary.
team and the position of the unfor
Charles Williams and family, of
On Friday evening the Schaff tunate man with his head dangling Gratersford, removed to the house
Literary Society'of Ursinus College from the wagon soon attracted the formerly occupied by Frank Shorendered an exceptionally interest attention of a daughter of Mr. walter and family. Mr. Williams
ing program in connection with the Grossmiller’s, the latter not being has taken possession o f t h e Forgecelebration of its thirtieth anni at home at the time. The young dale blacksmith shop and is ready
versary. Following is the order of lady notified a neighbor, and about for business.
exercises: March, Miss Vinnie O. this time Dr. M. Y. Weber, who
Mensch, Pennsburg; invocation, had been attending to his duties; at
Rev. C. H. Brandt, Phœnixville; the Almshouse, happened along.
Trappe and Vicinity.
Salutatory, Success—Its Winning He made an examination of the body
Miss Jessie Royer returned from
Forces, N. F. Gutshall; oration, and found that life had just become the Emerson School of Oratory,
“Thé Nation that Shortens its extinct.
The next day Coroner •Boston, Saturday, to spend the
Weapons Lengthens , its Bound "McGlaibery investigated the case, holidays with her parents.
aries,” W; E. Hoffsommer; vocal and, upon the testimony of Dr.
Landlord Spang is “breaking in ”
solo, “ The Mighty Deep,” Ralph Weber that death had been caused
Royer; oration, A Poet’s Optimism, by apoplexy, decided that an in a young sorrel trotting horse of
J. B. Long; .piano duet, Concerts quest was not necessary. The body good form and style.
for Piano, Op. 54. (A. min.) by was taken home by undertaker
Who will get the street macada
Schurmann, Mr. Reese J. Frescoln Schillich of Schwenksville. A wife mizing contract? is an interesting
and Miss J. Leon Rhoades; oration, ■ and eight children survive. The question to a number of citizens.
A True Hero, H. W. Willier; vocal funeral was held Monday at 10 a. m.
It has been only a short while
solo, Ralph Royer; eulogy, John Interment at the Old Goshenhoppen
since Michael R. Schrack was num
Ruskin, John Alexander; Schaff church.
bered with the departed, and now
oration, America’s Martyred States
his wife, the one who shared with
man-, Samuel Rittenhouse; piano
N otes From Lower
him the joys and sorrows of life for
duet: Cappriccio Brilliant for piano,
many
years, has passed over the
Op. 22. (B. min.) by Mendelssolm,
Providence.
river of death.
Miss Rhoades and Mr. Fresçoln;
A new roof is being placed on the
benediction, Dr. Spangler. The
Services at the United Evan
vocal numbers by Mr. Royer were Economy Hall building, Evansburg, gelical church are still in progress.
enthusiastically received, and the
Music and dancing prevailed
Several of our business men have
piano numbers were excellent. It Saturday evening at the Young
ordered ’phones from the Delaware
was a real pleasure to have Miss J. Men’s Club House.
and Atlantic Company.
Lepn Rhoades, who is well known
in Collegeville and vicinity, come
Merchant Brown back is doing a
Miss Grace Barrow, of Philadel
back to Ursinus and furnish such phia, spent Saturday night with lively trade in holiday goods. He
delightful entertainment. Her ex Miss Mary Deeds.
has a large assortment to select
pression is exquisite. A few years
from.
The pipe line men are now dig
ago Judge Penny packer, of Phila
Gideon Wismer is about again,
delphia, challenged any place in the ging a trench through Dr. Weber’s
after
an illness of five weeks from
farm
for
the
laying
of
oil
pipes,
United States, of equal size, to show
that it has produced as many promi Several Evansburg citizens are typhoid fever. He expects to re
nent men as Trappe has. If the helping at the work. Seven of the turn to his position in Philadelphia
Rhoades sisters proceed to fulfill the men engaged are boarding with after the holidays.
promise of success they are showing Mrs. Wm. Childs.
A Merry Christmas to all!
at present, it will not be long until
Supervisor
Johnson
has
placed
the names of at least two women crushed stone where badly needed
Bees áre excellent wéáther pro
shall have been added to the list of on the Evansburg road.
phets: There is a common country
Trappe’s illustrious sons.
saying that “a bee was néyer caught
in a shower.” When rain is im
Brave Men Fall
Just Saved His Life.
pending bees do not go far afield,
It was a thrilling escape that Charles Victims to stomach, liver and kidney] but ply their labor in the immediate
Davis of Bowerston, O., lately had Irom a troubles, as well as women, and all feel the neighborhood of their hives.
frightful death. For two years a <evi re lung
trouble constantly grew worse until it
seemed he must die of Consumption. Then
he began to use Dr. King’s New Discovery
and lately wrote : “ It gave instant relief
and effected a permanent cure.” Such won
der f 1 cures have for 25 ye rs proven it’s
power to cure all Throat, Chest and Lung
troubles. Frice 50c. and $1.00. Every bot
tle guaranteed. Trial bottles free at Culbert’s drug Store, Collegeville.

results in loss of appetite, poisons in the
blood, backache, nervousness, headache and
tired, listless, run-down feeling. But there
is no need to feel like that. J. W. Gardner,
of Idaville, Ind., says; “Electric Bitters are
just the thing for a man when he don’t care
whether he lives or dies. It gave me new
strength and good appetite. I can now eat
anything and have a new lease on life.”
| Only 50 cents, at J. W. Culbert’s drug store.
I Every bottle guaranteed.

A Keen Clear Brain.

An Ex-State S enator Dead.

Ex-Senator Jones Detwiler of
Whitpain township, this county,
died of pneumonia at his home, near
Blue Bell, last Saturday, aged 73
years. For many years Mr. Det
wiler took an active interest in
township and county affairs, and
was prominent as a Democratic
politician. He was one of the
County Auditors from 1859 to 1865.
In 1876 he was elected State Senator,
serving four years. His Republican
competitor was' S. Powell Childs,
also deceased, who resided within a
mile or two of Mr. Detwiler. The
vote stood: Detwiler, 9566: Childs,
9398. Deceased was for forty years
Secretary of the official board of
Boehm’s Reformed, church, Blue
Bell.
_______ _________

Fairview Village and
Vicinity.
Church services were held in the
basement of the Providence Presby
terian church on Sunday last. The
mercury stood at thirty-four in the
upper room. The. church cleared
over $300 by the supper held at Jos.
Stadins, Trooper. The church is to
be refrescoed and also a new pipe
organ to be purchasedPhilip Williams has recovered
from his illness, but one of his two
children is still bedfast.

sometimes they are like collar but
tons, when in a hurry to get your
collar in position, the button drops
to the floor, and rolls to the utter
most corners of the earth, we almost
said, but just where you do not
look, or you’d find it.

$10,000 Tablet For Valley Forge.

The Committee on the Valley
Forge Memorial of the Daughters of
the Revolution met in New York
with the States of Pennsylvania,
New York, New Jersey and Massa
chusetts represented. It was an
nounced that I. H. Todd, of Valley
Forge, had given to the society an
acre of ground at Valley Forge, in
which lies the body of the only
revolutionary hero whose grave is
marked—Captain John Waterman.
It was decided that a tablet should
be erected on this plot of ground,
and that the dedication should be
held April 23, 1901. The tablet will
have an appropriate inscription, and
will cost $10,000. The funds for
the tablet have already been raised,
and the work will proceed at once.

That reminds m e: A man who is
emplpyed at W etherill’s, near Au
dubon. Came to Mr. Francis’ store
at Oaks and wanted to purchase a
pair of shoes ! when asked what
number, he replied : Thirteens.
That was an unlucky number, and
Mr. Francis did not have them, but
he reconciled the purchaser with—
I will send and get you a pair.
Well, they sent him twelves, but he
said thirteens were more comfort
able. There were giants in those
days, but who would have thought
that there were giants in these
times.
The Seaboard Air Line Railway, “Florida
Miss Maze Brower and Mrs. Wm.
and West India Short Line” is Positive
Higginbothom, with Maude, Maze
ly the Shortest Route to Savan
and Rebe Brower, Edna Gotwals,
Myrtle Rambo and Breta A. Nichols
nah, Jacksonville, Tampa,
went to Green Lane Saturday to
and all Florida Points.
visit Alice Brower, a daughter of
Double daily service and through Pull
Captain Abe Brower, proprietor of
the Keystone House at that place. man drawing room and buffet sleeping
Alice Brower was a schoolmate of cars from New York, Philadelphia, Balti
the before mentioned girls, when more, Washington and Richmond. Round
she lived here at Oaks. She is now trip winter tourist excursion tickets are
attending school at the Perkiomen now on sale at all principal points to
Seminary, Pennsburg. Well, the Uacksonville, Tampa and all Florida
girls enjoyed themselves, and vis points. Trains arrive and depart at
ited Sumneytown and other places Pennsylvania Railroad stations. For
around the historic old place, re further information call on or address W.
turning on the six o ’clock train, C. Shoemaker, General Eastern Passenger
well pleased with their visit and Agent, Ì206 Broadway, New York; C. L.
the kindly hospitality of Mr. and Longsdorf, New England Passenger Agent,
Mrs. A. H. Brower. Though liv-' 306 Washington street,. Boston, Mass.;
ing so far away, and having been W. M. McConnell, General Agent, 1434
identified with this community for New York avenue, Washington, D. C.,
so long a time, they have not for or the General Passenger Agent at' Ports
gotten their old friends, or young mouth, Va.
ones either.
E. St. J o h n ,
L. S. A l l e n ,

Mrs. Mary Lambard is still
seriously ill with jaundice at the
home of Rev. C. R. Broadhead.
Providence Presbyterian Sunday
School will hold Its annual Christ
mas services on Christmas night in
the church. This will be the closing
of the Sunday School term for the
winter.
After having the entire northern
end torn out of his house last week, i Captain B. F. Bean will engineer
John Trucksess has it replaced and a camp fire in the Post room of Post
enlarged by the addition of a com 45, G. A. R., Phoenixville, this
modious bay window.
Saturday evening. Proceeds to buy
a cook stove, one on which the boys
can have waffles and coffee and a
FROM OAKS.
whole wash boiler full of bean soup,
The goosebone prophet from the done up in style, and the oven filled
Gibraltar of Democracy, the inde with baked beans, for us Yankees.
pendent state of Berks county, hit Tickets, only 10 cents. Comrade B.
the nail squarely on the head and F. Lima Bean means bean-is-ness.
clinched it, too, by a spell of cold
We received a letter from our
weather, which caused us to hunt brother E. K. Nichols, Esq., of
shelter on the warm side of the Pensacola, Florida, who spoke of
stove, curling around it like a cat enjoying a royal good Thanksgiving
in coldt stormy wedder, but with Day in that far-away land “ way
out a little bit of cider, etc. The down upon the Swanee River,” and
water was actually too cold to drink. in his letter said, a day or two after
The Schuylkill was frozen over with he dined and wined on board a large
ice strong enough to bear the weight English vessel lying in the harbor,
of a small boy and a half-grown man, which was voyaging between India,
and they crossed from shore to Calcutta and Demerrara, South
shore several times, though it was a America. Spoke of the Captain as
rather risky piece of business to do being a gentlemanly fellow and a
so. We would prefer a safer foun splendid host. He served up a din
dation. Perhaps our faith was not ner a la Hindoostanee; almosteveryas strong as the aforesaid icy sur thing on the menu was a product of
face which hid from sight five feet Hindoo or Mahommedan countries.
of water. David Harvey was forced Rice and currie he relished, the
to cut a channel from the bridge to rice being different from American
the lock to dock the ferry flat, which rice, the grain being round; Arab
means said ferry flat has gone out ian coffee, Oriental claret, Calcutta
of commissioh and navigation is sauce, Calcutta cheroots; but after
closed on the Schuylkill for the sea all the dinner was not complete,
son. The boys enjoyed themselves American roast lamb and American
skating on the canal at the basin, fish, were called into help make it a
and other smaller ponds skating is dinner. Still the Hindoo, Mahom
very exhilerating, but for this ex- medan way may be a good way, but
hileratipn we have no particular de we prefer the good old American
sire to risk going through the ice, way for a good dinner, and it is
or air hole, for the pleasure there is hard to depart from that way.
in it, just because the finer ice is
where the water is the deepest. An
Don’t forget the entertainment
effort was made to clear the channel Friday evening of the scholars of
of the canal by letting out the water, the Green Tree public school, and
then flushing it again, which, if it the exercises of the scholars of the
did not effect the purpose intended, Green Tree Sunday school Sunday
it spoiled the skating.
afternoon in the churdh at half-past
Well, we must tell you of the good two. Tell you better when we hear
time we spent at Harry Campbell’s when the Christmas tree will bloom
Saturday evening. It was a most at St. Paul’s Memorial Sunday
pleasant and enjoyable affair, and school room.
the old veteran railroader was just
These are the days we wish we
completely overcome with emotion. were a mint, but Christmas comes
It was one of the greatest surprises only once a year, and this one is the
and he did not know a word of it. last one of this century, remember.
Yet he thought something was up,
The Philadelphia Sunday Inquir
as Harry Dettra and his wife came
down from Collegeville, and as they er’s last Sunday’s art supplement
had been there a short time before, was most refreshing to look upon.
he entertained some suspicions, but It is a beauty. Just now we can
concluded it was all right. Mrs. enjoy it more when all around is
But
Herbert Campbell came down from bleak and dreary looking.
Phoenixville, and she even fooled everything has to die before it ean
the old man, as she had to return again take on a new life and we will
shortly; but she happened around reconcile ourselves with the death
at the right time. Well, it was a of the old year with the thought of
surprise party, and proved the sin brighter prospects in the future;
cerity of his friends was not only of bright sunny springtime with its
from the outside. O h! no, not that flowers, of glorious summer with its
kind of friendship, that don’t go royal beauty, its harvests, and au
down here. Here’s an old man tumn with its fruits, and Thanks
afflicted like unto Job, out of work giving Day, and winter—though
five long weeks, and he should not bleak, and dreary in its beginning—j
be permitted to go to work until the grander, more glorious by far, for
new year, and so his friends thought then comes the glorious Christmas,
they would prove, their friendship which gives us promise of a new
and call on him to cheer him up, life, and makes us good, true, noble,
and then you know its always cus brave, faithful citizens, fearing God,
tomary to carry something with but fearing no man.
you, and John U. Francis, Jr., and
Tom McCabe could not carry-what
they had, and they wheeled it up in The Seaboard Air Line Railway, “Florida
a wheelbarrow, right into the din
and West India Short Line,” is Positive
ing room. Well, we were there,
ly the Shortest Route to Southern
and you missed it if you were not
Pines and Pinehurst, N. C.,
there also. Last, but not least, was
Punch and Judy, the greatest at
and Camden, S. C., the
traction and unique combination on
Famous Winter Re
the road.
John McBride came
sort of the Caroaround in the fore part of the even
ing, but he was afraid he would be
linas.
called upon to make a speech of
Winter excursion tickets are now on
welcome, so he did not show up sale to Southern Pines and Pinehurst, and
afterward. Take it all in all, it was similar tickets to Camden may he pur
a nice, pleasant affair, and I enjoyed chased at principal points south of and
myself, and we don’t see how any including Washington D, C. Double
one else could do otherwise. Now daily service and through Pullman draw
we have this to say: Mrs. Campbell ing room and buffet sleeping cars from
is to be commended for so faithfully New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
. caring for her husband in his affli(u Washington and Richmond, Trains
tion, for no one knows what terrible arrive and depart at Pennsylvania Rai'.pain he suffered, It required at raad stations; also direct connections via
tention every half-hour, at its worse Steamer Lines are made at Norfolk and
stage, and Mrs. Campbell, true to Portsmouth, Ya. For further, information
her pledges made in her maiden call on or address W. C. Shoemaker, Gen
hood, though not in the best of eral Eastern Passenger Agent, 1206 Broad
health, did her duty nobly, not com way, New York; C. L. Longsdorf, New
plaining, and it is to her faithfully England Passenger Agent, 306 Washing
carrying out the directions of the ton street, Boston, Mass.; W. M. Mc
physician our old friend has been Connell, General Agent, 1434 New York
brought around again. We wish avenue, Washington, D. C„ or the GenPassenger Agent a t Portsmouth,
him a long life and abundant pros General
Virginia.
perity, for he has lots of friends, E. S t . J o h n ,
L. S. A l l e n ,
V. P. & G. M.
Gen. Pass. Agt.
but no more carb-uncles or aunts
will visit him again.
Abe Hallman, proprietor of the ATEW AND SECOND-HAND
Columbia Carriage Works, is build
ing a’ double house near his place.
GeisSboro is taking on a building
boom and Oaks and Perkiomen will
be nowhere, not in it.
What did you say Margaret did
— AND —
with the oyster ? Why, she dropped
it in- the soup.
By the way, before next week’s
I ndependent reaches its patrons,
Christmas will have come and gone,
And a General Assortment o f
and not to be premature, we say to
all the readers of the I ndepend^ t ,
Tin and Ilolloware,
A Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year. We 'have our stockings
hanging up, not in expectation of
Santa Claus coming down the chim
ney and filling them, for our “chimb ly” is too small; and they are
BARGAINS will be offered for
hardly large enough for our feet, theSPECIAL
purpose of disposing of the stock of
but they are a bran new pair, and a Ranges, Heaters, Stoves, Tinware, etc., etc.,
Christmas present at that; but belonging to the estate of A. L. Gottshalk,

Ranges, Heaters,
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AT REDUCED PRICES!

p ilB M C SALE OF

FRESH COWS!
ALSO PIGS, iURKEYS
AND CHICKENS !

H i

‘H i

&

&

Will be sold at public sale, on THURS
DAY, DECEMBER 20, 1900, at Perki
omen Bridge Hotel, a lot of fresh cows
from Western Pennsylvania. Also a lot of
choice pigs, turkeys and chickens. Here is
an opportunity to secure fine poultry for
the holiday market. Poultry will be sold
first. Sale a t 12.30 o’clock, promptly.
Conditions by
MURRAY MOORE.
jpLBLIC SALK OF

FRESH COWS!
ALSO SHOATS, SHEEP and TURKEYS

Will he sold at public sale, on THURS
DAY, DECEMBER 20, 1900, at Fairview
Village Hotel, a car-load of fresh cows
with calves from Juniata county. This is
a.lot of choice cows of good sizes, shapes,
and qualities. Also will be sold at pri
vate sale, beginning December 18, a lot of
turkeys, shoats and sheep. Public sale
will begin at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
OLEN IMES.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct.
jgANNERPUBLIC SALE of 1900.
25 EXTRA HEAVY LEBANON
COUNTY !

FRESH COWS !

Will be sold at public sale, on SATUR
DAY, DECEMBER 22, 1900, at Spang’s
Lamb Hotel, Trappe, 25 fresh cows and
close springers from Lebanon county, con
sisting of the best Durham, .Holstein and
Jersey cows, the best that could be se
lected and purchased by good judgment and
money. Every cow will be guaranteed to
V.-P. & G. M.
Gen. Pass. Agt. be straight and an extra good milker, and
be sold for the high dollar, Gentlemen,
give this lot of cows your special atten
tion. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
Paid Dear For His Leg.
JOHN GRESS, Agt.
WaynePierson,
auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
B. D. Blanton, of Thackervillc, Texas, In
two years paid over $300.00 to doctors to
cure a Running Sore on his leg, Then they jpUKLIC SALE OF
wanted to cut it off, but he cured it with
one box of Bncklen’s Arnica 8alve. Guar
anteed cure for Piles. 25 cents a box. Sold
by Joseph W. Culbert, druggist, Col lei eville, Pa.

OHIO COWS!

.
Sealed proposals for the grading and
P
macadamizing of Main Street in the Bor
r o p o sa l s

ough of Trappe will be received until
January 19, 1901, 12 o’clock, M. Plans
and specifications can be seen at the office
of D. M. Fulmer, Trappe, Pa. The Com
mittee reserves the right to reject anv or
all bids.
D. M. FULMER,
J. W. WISLER,
C. H. TYSON,
13dec.
Street Committee.
or rent.
A farm of 150 acres in the borough of
Trappe. For particulars apply to the un
dersigned.
LEWIS ROYER.

F

o t ic e .
On and after the middle of Decem
ber, 1900, I will have possessionof the old
Blacksmith Stand at Forgedale, Upper
Providence. All kinds of blacksmithmg
and horseshoeing done in a satisfactory
manner. Edge tool work a speeialty.
6dec.
CHARLES WILLIAMS.

N

.
Estate of Andrew L. Gottshalk, Jr.,
E
deceased. Letters of administration in
st a t e n o t ic e

Will be sold at public sale, on MON
DAY, DECEMBER 24, 1900, at Black
Rock Hotel, near Montgomery County
Almshouse, 25 head of fresh cows and
springers, selected by myself in Richland
county, Ohio. These cows are equal in
size and quality, if not superior, to the
stock I sold November 26; every cow guar
anteed to be a good, free milker, quiet to
handle and a credit to any dairy. Sale to
commence at 1 o’clock.
HARVEY E. KLINE.
Wayne Pierson, auct. I. E. Miller, clerk.

W est Virginia Horses!
Will be sold a t public sale on WEDNES
DAY,—DECEMBER 26, 1900, Second
Christmas, a t Carver’s hotel, Gratersford,
one car-load of extra fine West Virginia
horses, ranging in Age from 3 to 6 years,
and have good colors. The lot consists of
work, drivers and general purpose horses.
I have a paoer 16 hands high, sound and
gentle, a good family beast and can pace
a mile better than 2.40 and has never been
handled for speed. The horses can he seen
and handled three days prior to day of
sale. Fat horses will he taken in exchange
if shown before 10 a. m., and they will he
sold for the high dollar after the sale. A
man will also be a t the sale to buy fat
horses for cash. Remember the day—
Second Christmas. Sale a t 1 o’clock p.m.
Conditions by
J. H. FISHER, Agt.

the above estate having been granted to
the undersigned, all persons who have any
claims against said estate are requested to
present them without delay to the under
signed, and all persons owing said estate
are requested to make immediate payment
to
A. H. GOTTSHALK,
Administrator,
Or to his attorney,
Collegeville, Pa.
John T. Wagner, 415 Swede Street, y ^ARGE PUBLIC SALE OF
Norristown, Pa.
8no.
SSIGNEE’S NOTICE.
The undersigned hereby gives notice
A
that Geo. W. Yost and wife of the bor

ough of Collegeville, Montgomery county,
Pa., have made a general assignment to
him for the benefit of creditors. All per
sons indebted to said estate are requested
to make immediate payment, and those
having claims to present the samé with
out delay to
S. B. HORNING, Assignee,
Lower Providence, Pa.
Or to his attorney, G. W. Zimmerman,
Norristown, Pa.
6dee.
SSIGNEE’S NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that H. U.
A
Umstad, M. D., of the Borough of Phce-

nixville, county of Chester and State of
Pennsylvania, by dc3d of voluntary as
signment, has assigned all the estate real
and personal of the said H. U. Umstad,
M. D.j to I. E. Miller, of the Borough of
Phoenixville, aforesaid, in trust for the
benefit of the creditors of the said H. U.
Umstad, M. D. All persons, therefore, in
debted to-the said H. U. Umstad, M. D.,
will make payment to the said assign -e,
and those having claims or demands will
make known the same without delay to
- I. E. MILLER, Assignee,
Phoenixville, Pa.
H. H. Gilkyson, Attorney.
20dec.

A N ORDI NANCE Permitting
T H E DELA W A RE A N D A TLA N TIC T E L E 
G RAPH AND T E L E P H O N E -COMPANY TO
ERECT PO L ES ON T H E S TR EE TS AND
A LLEYS OP T H E BOROUGH O P CO LLEGE
V IL L E , PE N N S Y L V A N IA , AND TO PLACE
W IRES T H E R E O N .

BE IT ENACTED AND ORDAINED
by the Burgess and Town Council of the
Borough of Collegeville, Pa., in Town'
Council assembled, and it is hereby en
acted and ordained by authority of the
same:
S e c t i o n 1. That the permission of the
Burgess and Town Council of the Bor
ough of Collegeville, Pa., be and the same
is hereby given to The Delaware and At
lantic Telegraph and Telephone Company,
its successors, lessees or assigns to erect
telegraph or telephone poles in, along and
upon the streets and alleys of the said
Borough of Collegeville, Pa., and to place
and maintain necessary wires thereon, for
the purpose of establishing and maintain
ing a telephone exchange in the said Bor
ough of Collegeville.
S ec . 2. That said poles shall be erected
at such places as may be designated and
approved by the Street and Road Com
mittee of said Borough, and when the
same shall be erected on paved sidewalks,
the said Company shall repair that part
of the sidewalk so disturbed and shall so
repair the same as often as said poles are
removed or changed; and shall place the
same in as good condition as before the
poles were moved.
The wires shall a t all times be of suffi
cient height so as not to obstruct the use
of the streets and highways upon which
they are placed, which height shall from
time to time be determined by the Street
and Road Committee of said Borough.
S ec . 3. The Delaware and Atlantic
Telegraph and Telephone Company shall
furnish free of all charge over its lines,
one telephone for the use of the officers of
said Borough of Collegeville; to be plaoed
and maintained in the Borough Hall or
such other place as Town Council may
from time to time direct.
S ec . 4. That The Delaware and Atlan
tic Telegraph and Telephone Company
shall pay the costs of drafting and publi
cation of this ordinance.
Enacted and ordained into an ordinance
at a meeting of Town Council this 21st
day of November, A. D;, 1900.
A. T. ALLEBACH,
President (pro. tern.)
Attest: J. M. ZIMMERMAN, Clerk.
Approved December 7th, 1900.
AMMON RIMBY, Burgess.

COWS, BULLS,
BLANKETS, ETS.

H l

ö

To be held a t my farm, near Jefferson
ville, on MONDAY, DECEMBER 24,1900,
at 1 o’clock, sharp.
Fifty Head of Fresh Cows and Springers,
twenty head of which are home raised.
They include grade Jerseys, Guernseys,
Holsteips, all of which are fresh, with
calves by their sides, or close springers.
These are the finest lot of cows I ever
handled, no culls or common ones among
them. As good as a bucket ever went un
der. Warranted first-class in every re
spect. If not will refund the money.
Twenty-two head of Fresh Cows and
Springers that I shipped two months ago
that have calves about one week old, firstclass ones, and will give good satisfaction
to buyers.
Twenty Fine Steers, weighing about 900
pounds each, all dehorned, that will be
sold by the pound. Someof them fit to kill.
Ten Nice Pigs that will dress about 110 *
•pounds each.
Three Fine Stock Bulls, Four Fat Sheep,
25 pairs Nice Young Chickens by the
pound. 100 Wool Blankets, the last this
season.
Everything will positively he sold.
Sixty days’ credit by giving note with
endorser.
Sale a t 1 o’clock precisely, beginning
with blankets.
IVINS C. WALKER.
A. M. Bergey, auct.
.
The members of the Perkiomen Val
F
ley Mutual Fire Insurance Company of
ir e t a x n o tice

Montgomery County are hereby notified
that a tax was levied on November 10,
1900, of $1.50 on each one thousand dollars
for which they áre insured, to pay losses
sustained. Payments will be made to the
collectors or to the Secretary a t his office
in Collegeville.
Extract from Charter: “Audit any mem
ber of the Company shall refuse or neglect
to pay his or her assessment within 40days
after the publication of the same, 20 per
cent, of the assessment will be added
thereto, and if payment be delayed for 50
days longer, then his, her, or their policy
■shall have become suspended until pay
ment shall have been made.”
The 40 days’ time for payment of said
tax will date from December 3, 1900.
29no.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
IRE! FIRE! FIRE!
F
NOTICE 1— The members of the
Mutual Fire Insurance Company, of Mont

gomery County, are hereby notified that a
contribution was levied on November 19,
1900, of One Dollar on each One Thousand
Dollars of Ordinary Risks, and the rates
fixed on Preferred and Hazardous Risks,
for which each member of said Company
is insured and that J. Evans Isett, Treas
urer of said Company, will attend a t his
office, East Corner of Main and Cherry
Streets, in the borough of Norristown, to
receive said assessments from date.
Extract of Charter, Section 6.—“Any
member failing to pay his or her assess
ment of tax within 40 days after the above
publication shall forfeit and pay for such
neglect double such rates.”
The 40 days time for payment of such
tax will date from November 26, 1900.
Persons sending money by mail must ac
company the same with postage in order
to receive a receipt therefor.
29no.
J. EVANS ISETT, Treasurer.

SCRAP
WANTED.
For a short time wo will

Chas. L. Pettis & Co.,

Cash Buyers of all Kinds Country Produce
DRESSED POULTRY, GAME, FURS,
EGGS AND BUTTER.

2 0 4 Duane S t., N ew York.

Write for our present paying prices.
Your best feelings, your social position or
business success depend largely on the per
deceased.
R EFEREN CES :
fect action of your Stomach and Liver. Dr.
DANIELS
&
CO.,
Bankers, 6 Wall St., N. Y.
King’s New Life Pills give increased
Rheumatism in all its forms promptly and
A. H. GOTTSHALK, Administrator.
All Commercial Agencies, Express Co.’s,
strength, a keen, clear brain, high amb.tion.
permanently
cured
by
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
Dealers in Produce in U. S. and Canada,
A 25 cent box will make you feel like a new
being. Sold by J. W. Culbert., druggist.
NEAR PERKIOMEN BRIDGE.
6dec. Established Trade of over 20 years.
which neutralizes acidity of the blood.

buy all kinds o f east scrap,
including Flow Shares and
Stove Plate, for 40c. per
hundred pounds. I f yon
want to fill up the load
With Wrought Scrap or
Burnt Iron, we will take
it at 25 cents.

Roberts Machine Co.

Tonight
If your liver is out of order, causing
Biliousness, Sick Headache, Heartbum , or Constipation, take a dose of

STRATAGEMS IN WAR

IF YOU W A N T TO B E R E L IE V E D

THEY ARE NOT CONFINED TO THE
FIELD OF BATTLE.

OF YOUR CORNS AND BUNIONS, USE

Device. That Are Resorted to l»y
the People When Provisions Are
Exhausted —How It Peels When
Things Begin to Give Ont.

Homl^s Pills
On retiring, and tomorrow your di
gestive organs will be regulated and
you will be bright, active and ready
' for any kind of work. This b~"
been the experience of others;
will be yours. HOOD’S PILLS are
sold by all medicine dealers. 25 cts

SURE CORN CURE,

: 1 0 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

SOMETHING
-----TO-----

0R O W

FALL CANKERWORM.

Culbert’s : D rug : Store,

Geo. F. Clamer,

Philadelphia &
Reading Railway

Heating
Apparatus

I n

- s r i t i n

g

'

G

- o o d - s

SANTA CLAUS HAS AGAIN MADE BRENDLINGER’S HIS HEADQUARTERS.

HOLIDAY

Goal, Lumber,
F

DOLLS.

BOOKS.

R A M B 0 H O U SE,

C o lM le Carnap Works.

R U B B E R T IR E S
IN THE MARKET, and only the best, put
on wheels at reasonable prices. Inferior
rubber tires are dear at any price ; get the
best and full value and ample satisfaction
for money expended.

W. J. OGDEN.
JOHN S. KEPLER,

Undertaker * Embalmer
T R A P P E , PA .

My past experience at the business hav
ing proven satisfactory to those whom I have
served, I feel encouraged to continue my
efforts in the same direction. With a feel
ing of much appreciation for favors received
in the past, I hope to merit the future patron
age of the public.
I » " Will meet trains at a.l Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 9-5
VTOKRISTOWN HERALD BOOK
-A-v BINDERY. Binding, Job Ruling,
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
special attention. Magazines bound and and
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Esti
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor,

r

H o w N ia g a r a W e a r s t h e R o c lc .

All who have been to Niagara know
that the cataract Is divided by Goat Is
land, the larger portion of the fall be
ing on the Canadian side of the river.
This part Is known as the Horseshoe
fall and was so named because years
¡ago It was identical with a horseshoe
n shape. A few years ago a V shaped
¡break occurred toward the New York
side, and since then other changes have
¡taken place, until today the Horseshoe
¡fall Is more like its original form, but
¡clearly shows the effects of the wear
ing of the waters.
Many people fall to see how the falls
iwear the rock away, and this is a little
mystery until the exact conditions are
realized. The ledge of rock over which
Ithe w ater of both the American and
¡Horseshoe falls flow Is pf hard llmejstone. I t is all of 60 feet thick and
paturally very heavy. Underneath this
ledge of limestone there are the shales
¡of the Niagara locality. This soft rock
Is many feet thick. The rock of the
¡Horseshoe fall Is unprotected, and as
the w ater falls over the precipice and
bolls In the river below it washes away
the soft shale beneath the limestone,
so th at the limestone Is left In sheflike
form, projecting far out Into the gorge.
'bservant visitors to the falls have no
oubt noticed this condition.
> In the course of time the shale fonnjdation of the limestone ledge Is exca
vated to such a point th at the unsup
ported ledge breaks away by Its own
¡weight, and the crest line of the Horse¡shoe fall recedes so much farther.
Then the w ater attacks the newly ex
posed shale, and In time the process
outlined Is repeated. This has been go
ing on for centuries, and it will con
tinue until the falls of Niagara are no
more.—Philadelphia Record.
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C O L L E G E V I L L E ,
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and Hinter Jai?
UP-TO-DATE STYLES AND THOUSAND TO
SELECT FROM 1

weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year; four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

MBranch
UNNOffioe,
&Co.6253eFiBSt.,ro“Washington,
dw-y’NewD.YoC.rk
THE ALBERTSON
T R U S T
—AND—

Safe Deposit Co.,
—OF—

We are Manufacturers and Wholesalers.

Directly opp. the Post Oflice and
One Square from the Court House

T E A C E Y , th e H a tte r ,
263 High St., Poftstown.

38 Main St., Norristown

The Norristown Title, Trust and Safe Deposit Co.-Capital i $250.000
Main and DeKalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.
JOHN W. LOCH, Pres’t. F. G. HOBSON, Treasurer and Trust Officer

By appointing the ALBERTSON
TRUST and SAFE DEPOSIT
COMPANY As Trustees, Guard
ians, Arc., estates will be saved
doable costs, commissions, Ac.,
as it never dies.
It takes charge o f wills without
cost.
It pays two and three per cent,
interest on deposits.
Its securities are safely kept in
an up-to-date tire and burglar
prooftime lock and combination
sails.
WILLIAM F. HOLLY,
P r e s id e n t .

PAYS 3 PE R CENT. Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS 2 PE R CENT. Interest on Active
Accounts. Acts as Executor, T r u s te e ,u a r a ia n , Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent, and in
all trust capacities. Becomes Surety for those acting in fiduciary relations.. Insures Titles toReal
Estate and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof vaults.
Send for book with full explanations.

A V ery Im portant M atter
For Farmers to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING
done and where to get a full line of tbe BEST FEED, such as Wheat
Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn
Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., etc., at the lowest Cash prices.
You will find it at

F. J. CLAMER.

EMIL K LAUSFELDER, Manager.

W m . C. H A R T H ’S

T H E OLD S T A N D
FALL CANKERWORM.

Established

A, male; b, female; c, d, e, structural details;
1, g, egg enlarged; h, i, segments of body; J,
patch of egga; k, larva; 1, pupa of female.

BAKERY

- 1875.

To accomplish this end various devices

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.

FIRST-CLASS

Choice Bread

B R E A D
—AND—

AND

C A K E S

Cakes

SAMUEL, E. YYOU,
V ic e P r é s id e n t

and

T bust O f f ic e r .

CLEMENT J. CRAFT,
S ec BETAST.

ascss-Furniture
Fresh From the Factories, now
on Exhibition at the

i^ ~ C O L L E G E V IL L E

Furniture Warerooms!
We are now prepared to offer
onr customers goods at prices
never before heard of.
Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $50, are the best In the
marbet, and are well worth Inspection.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
Sllb Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are bard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in Solid
Oab, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rocfaers,
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racbs and Fancy
Boob Cases, that cannot fail to attract your
attention, both In quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
8weepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner .
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best,
Inrgain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
Window 8hades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good 8prlng Roller 8hade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early, while stock Is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

Baked by the Proprietor
himself,

IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on band. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.
22ju.

Who has had years of experience in bak
eries of first grade. All binds of plain and
fancy cabes on hand or supplied on special
orders.
ICE CREAM and WATER ICES in sea
son.
JO H N H. C U S T E R ,
Every effort will be made to please
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. customers. Patronage solicited.
no29

J^IVERY AND

BOARDING STABLES

With the Changes of the Season
* Comes the need of other C lo th in g ,
And ’tie then the thrifty housewife
Measures out her time and S e w in g ,
Wanton waste with care avoiding.

O N E-T H IR D S A V E D
Stitching that requires a full hour on any
machine can be done in
*
*
*

F O R T Y M IN U T E S

Notes and News.

^ FURNISHING :S

Undertaker Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention.

John L. B ech tel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’P e o n e N o . 18.

Samuel E. Howfey,
(Successor to Fox & Mowrey,)

“Wheeler & Wilson”

P
H
'T
J
RI E C E S .

I . H . B R E K D L I N G E R 'S

If Y ou

H ave

A nything1

—EE Y ou Can Do a s EE—
—= Y ou = —
—= Please = —

G et Y our
P osters

H

Enterprise - Marble - Works.

The Independent,

ROYERSFORD, PA.

Vbeeler & Vilson Hannhctiiriiis Co.

PENNYROYAL P H IS

Monuments, Tom bstones,GF ITABLENoRRGRAmTEtN MAR'

H. E. BRANDT, -

A handsomely illustrated

SOFT HATS, 50c. to $2.50.
STIFF HATS, $1.00 to $2.50.
BOYS HATS and CAPS, 25c. and 50c

Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect
We will be glad to see you, and supply your WANTS at short notice.
Respectfully,

printers’ Ink or caterpillar lime or any
thing sticky enough to prevent the cat
erpillars from crawling up. Perhaps
the best band is made of cotton bat
ting. A strip of this is wound around
a tree trunk and fastened securely by
a string at or below the middle. The
upper end is now turned down, form
ing a loose, fluffy mass, in which the
insects get entangled and die. This
method has one disadvantage. The
bands have to be kept on from the last
of October until spring Is well advanc
ed and must be renewed after rains or
when the cotton loses its fluffy nature.
As the worms feed upon apple, elm,
cherry and some other trees precau
tions must be taken to prevent them
from breeding on these trees and again
Infesting the fruit trees.
The best method of overcoming these
pests, however, Is by spraying. They
readHy yield to a spray of one of the
arsenites (see chapter on insecticides),
which should be applied early as soon
as any worms are seen, even before
blooming, but never during the period
of bloom. It may be necessary to re
peat the spraying, but this method Is
by far the cheapest and most satisfac
tory.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securingpatents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

NORRISTOWN, PA.

I t has been particularly noted at the
on the
Rhode Island station th at where a
greater amount of nitrate of soda has
been applied annually to grass land At Perkiomen Bridge Hotel and at the
Railroad Hotel, Collegeville, Pa.
sown with clover, red top and timothy
a far greater proportion of the crop
consisted of timothy than where less of T E A M S TO H I R E
It was applied or than where It was At all hours. Passengers conveyed in hack
omitted.
or carriage to any destination desired.
The heads but not the stems of sun
HORSE CLIPPING every weekday.
flowers are made into silage.
Carriages, harness, blankets, etc.,
In growing onions in Bermuda the
land is enriched with well rotted cow for sale at reasonable prices.
or pig manure. The seed is sown In
H E N R Y Y O ST , JR .
September and the crop harvested from
January to May. A rigid system of in
spection covers all shipments to the
United States.
This country has come to be without
a peer in the manufacture of agricul
tural implements and machines both
as to quality and number.
Under the recent act for the protec
tion of game animals and birds among
birds the most general prohibition Is
that against the shipment of quail. All
but 12 of the states prohibit export of
these birds. Among the exceptions are
E s t a t e seven southern states, Montana and
NEW NO. 9 FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
North Dakota, but In Montana the sale
SO and 82 Main St.
PROOF CO N V IN C IN G .
And In North Dakota the killing of
To sell and want to sell it, ad
213 and 215 DeKalb St.
More work done,
NORRISTOWN. PA. quail are at present unlawful.
vertise in the INDEPENDENT
More time saved,
The approaching Argentina wheat
More money earned.
harvest, which begins with December,
and you will sell it. Adver
ALL IN THE SYSTEM.
will be watched with great interest, as
This secret of superiority lies iu the mechan
It figures largely in the world’s trade.
tising pay8 every time.
ical construction.
Present talk is that it will be large.
Well and decidedly better than
B all B ea rin gs give ease and speed in runReal Estate, Personal Prop
But this crop Is an uncertainty till ac
ning.
tually harvested.
The R otary H ook , which does away with
erty
and
Live
Stock
Sales,
or
the
use of the vibrating shuttle, pro
The making of paper from native
duces that even beautiful stitch seen on
Can anywhere else by placing your orders with us. We defy competi grasses is a new proposition.
Sales of any kind, advertised in
“ WHEELER & WIL80N” WORK.
tion and our work will
Cheapest and Best.
Insect« In Stored Grain.
the INDEPENDENT, are sure
A postal card will bring full infor
Every year after harvest comes the
mation.
time of trouble with insects in stored
to attract bidders and buyers.
grain. Concerning these pests, which
you. Try us.
work in the grain bin and often do
1312 C H E S T N U T S T R E E T ,
Cemetery work in all its branches. No contract too large or too great damage before they are discov
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
small for us. All work guaranteed as represented. Finest stock and ered, Hural New Yorker advises thus:
Opposite Wanamaber’s.
All grain bins should of course be thor
designs to select from.
oughly cleaned before the new grain Is
T
C A V T A T ) Proprietor o f MARBLE WORKS, put in. If the weevils appear, there
For Sale by G. W. YOST,
. Ju. O A X J L U i l ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
are two ways of killing them. Raising
the temperature to 140 degrees will de
Or whatever Job Printing you
stroy them, but that is hardly practica
ble in most granaries. The most ef
C HICH ESTER’S ENGLISH
may need from time to time, at
fective remedy is found in bisulphide
of carbon. This is a powerful poison.
the INDEPENDENT Office.
I t is quite inflammable and must not
be used near an open fire. When put
We will try to serve you well
H . E . B R A N D T , P rop rietor,
a t the top of the bin, it volatizes, and
and give full value for value
the gas, being heavier than air, sinks
(Successor to D. T. Buckwalter.)
through the whole mass of grain with
received.
out Injuring it. The usual application
Is about a pound and a half of bisul
Safe. A lw a y s reliable. Ladiet, askD ru g g ist for
phide to a ton of grain in a tight bln.
-------- oOo--------CHICHESTER’S ENGLISH in Bed a n d
In the Finest and Latest Designs, at Low Figures.
Oold m e ta llic boxes, sealed w ith b lu e ribbon.
More should be used when the bins
Take no other. Reftase dangerous substi
Every description of CEMETERY WORK, COPING, GALVANIZED RAILING, &c., are open. The bisulphide may be put
tutions and imitations. B u y o f y o u r D ruggist,
promptly executed.
o r sen d 4 c . in s ta m p s fo r Particulars, Testi
in shallow pans or saucers and thus
monials a n d “ B elief fbr Ladies.” in letter,
m ~ All stock on hand, including Fine Monuments and Tombstones, will be sold at scattered over the surface of the bin.
by return Mail. 1 0 ,0 0 0 T estim o n ials. S old by
a ll D ruggists.
a sacrifice to make room for new work.
Then close the top and throw a blanket
OHIOHESTER CHEMICAL OO.
8100 M ad ison S q u a re ,
P H I L iu , P A .
over to exclude the air, leaving it alone
Mention this paper.
for 24 hours.
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CARRIAGE PAINTING

D

W m . H. G ristoek’s Sons,

1ÌAIDSIIE8S1

BLA C K SIITH IN G

E

d arn er’s Collegeville Grist Mills,

NOVELTIES.

Holiday Handkerchiefs.

E

rade M a r k s
D e s ig n s
C o p y r ig h t s A c .

Scientific American.

-------a n d --------

have been tried, such as banding the
STERLING SILVER NOVELTIES 1 tree
with paper and on this spreading

POCKET-BOOKS.

BOUTI

HOTHIHa BUT BIST

History and ike Methods l a
Vogne For Fighting It.

Very destructive insects are the cankerworms. Though easy to conquer if
properly treated, the annual loss due to
their depredations is very considerable,
and It would seem that many persons
have yet .to learn the methods of fight
ing this old time pest. There are two
species of cankerworms more or less
common wherever apples are raised,
the .fall cankerworm and the spring
cankerworm. The fall worm Is per
haps the more common. I t is a single
brooded insect, which lays Its eggs ei
ther late in the autumn or early in
spring. The egg hatches out a small
loopworm th at grows to the length of
nearly an inch. I t varies greatly in
color,, but is usually gray or almost
black, striped with yellowish or green
lsh. Being a measuring worm, it has
Jess than the ordinary number of legs,
six true legs near the head and foui
false legs near the posterior extremity
with an extra rudimentary pair on the
fifth abdominal segment. When full
grown, it descends to the ground and
usually buries itself sometimes several
inches beneath the surface. Here it
forms a cell by turning round and
round and changes to the pupal stage.
Late In the fall, from the last of Octo
ber to the time when the ground be
comes frozen, the adults emerge and
lay their eggs on the branches of the
trees. Many of the moths do not
emerge in the fall, but remain In the
ground till spring. When adult, the
two sexes differ greatly in appearance.
The male is a pretty moth, with ash
gray front wings marked by three
transverse darker lines and hind wings
of silvery gray. The female, on the
other hand, Is not provided with wings,
but has to crawl wherever she goes.
She is somewhat more robust than the
male and ashen gray in color marked
with black.
The fact th at the female cankerworms are wingless and must creep
from the ground to the branches of the
trees In order to lay their eggs gives us
an excellent means of fighting them.
If we can head them off and prevent
them from crawling up the trunks of
the trees, the eggs cannot be deposited
on the twigs, and no harm will result.
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I tm Life

Dr. S. A. Steele, in a lecture a t Chau
SOLID -A.T
tauqua on the privation endured by the
people In some parts of the south dur
ing the w ar between the states, gave
this interesting account of how It felt
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
when things began to give out:
“Things began to get very scarce at
RAILROADS.
our house. They had not been any too
plentiful In some lines up to this time,
and now they began to give out entire
ly. Have you ever been where things
CONTRACTOR FOR
gave out? I have. If you have been
there, you will never forget it.
“Coffee gave ont. Instead of Rio we
Engines Burn H ard Coal— No Smoke
had rye; instead of Mocha we had
okra; instead of Java we had potato.
IN EFFECT NOVEMBER 25,1900
We had all sorts—beans and goober
Trains Leave Collegeville.
peas and oats and everything you ever
F ob P erkiom en J u nction , B ridgeport heard tell of and a great deal besides—
but the potato was the favorite brand.
and P h ila d e lph ia —Week days—6.26,8.12
J - i f - Í—
11.30 a. m.; 5.59 p. m. Sundays—6.39 We took sweet potato, cut it Into little
Water, and
ti. ra.; 6.13 p m.
bits, dried them, parched them, ground
F ob A llen to w n —Week days—7.14, 10.08
Hot Air.
a. m.; 3.17, 6.36, p. m. Sundays—8.30 a. them up and made Confederate coffee.
Blessed was the man or woman who
m.; 7.39 p. m.
Sanitary Plumbing and Gas Fitting in all its
didn’t drink coffee in those days. I
Trains For Collegevllle.
don’t w ant to interfere with people’s Branches.
L eave P h il a d e l p r ia —Week days—6.06,
Mercer Boilers, Active Fortune Ranges, Cot
8.58 a. m.; 1.36, 5 21, p. m. Sundays—7.06 business here, but you will please say
nothing to me about your modern sub tage Boilers.
a. m.; 6.21 p. m.
L eave Br id g e po r t —Week days —6.43 stitutes for coffee. I don’t want any.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
9.36 a. m.; 2.19, 5.59, p. m. Sundays—7.45
“Sugar gave o u t It seemed to me
а. m.; 6.59 p. m.
that
the
abominable
Yankees
had
got
L eave P erkiom en J unction —Week days
S T ., C O L L E G E V I L L E , P A .
—7 00, 9.51 a. m.; 2.55, 6.20, p m. Sun. around every place where there was M A I N
any sweetening, and we had to have
days—8.13 a. in ; 7 22 p m.
L eave A llen to w n — Week days—4.25 sorghum—Tong sweetening,’ we called
б.
55,9.45 a. m ; 4.85 p. ra. Sunday-4.35
it. Not only did luxuries give out, but
а. m.; 4.35 p. m.
medicines gave out. We couldn’t get
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
any unless we would go inside the Un
ion lines, and we couldn’t go In there
IN EFFECT OCTOBER 15, 1900.
and come out without taking the oath
■A.T
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf of allegiance to the United States. We
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
wouldn’t take the oath, so we had to
Weekdays—Express 9.00 a. m., 2.00, 4.00. take our own medicine.
б.
00, 7.15 p m. Accommodation 8.00 a.“Shoes
mi
gave out. My father paid the
5.30 p. m. Sundays—Express 9 00, 10.00 presiding elder $50 for a pair of shoes
a. m. Accommodation 8 00 a. in., 5 00 p.m, with the distinct understanding that he
Leave Atlantic City Depot—Weekdays—
Express 7.35, 9 00,10.15 a. m., 2.50, 5 30, p wouldn’t ask any questions about it.
m. Accommodation 8.05 a. m., 4 05 p. m. W hatever that meant it meant some
Sundays—Express 4.80, 7.80 p. m. Accom thing. A friend living inside of the Un
modation 7.15 a. m., 4.05 p. m.
ion lines got some shoes for my mother
and a pair for my sister—they forgot
Parlor cars on all express trains.
For Cape May—Weekdays—9.15 a. in,,4.15, me—and when my sister went about
p. m. Sundays—9 15 p. m.
the house with her store shoes creaking
For Ocean City—Weekdays—9.15 a. m., over the floor I said I wouldn’t wear
4.15 p. m. Sunduys—9.15 a. m.
For Sea Isle City—Weekdays—9.15 a. m., Yankee shoes nohow. We had some
pretty good shoemakers among the ne
5.00 p. m.
New York and Atlantic City Express, groes, but we didn’t have leather and
For thirty-one years this store has stood the test of public
leaves New York (Liberty Street) 3.40 p. m. didn’t know how to make It, but we got
and Atlantic City, 8 30 a.m. Detailed time a hide and got the hair off, and after approval. Wise, old, generous St. Nick knows where to locate.
tables at ticket offices.
soaking it a long time while it was soft He is a friend of economy and thrift.
we cut out and made a lot of brogans
W. G. BESLER, EDSON J. WEEKS,
and never wore them. We couldn’t. I
This busy store—popular— *vith all is a home-like place
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent. went barefooted all th at winter of 1863.
where
visitors are welcome.
R. F. REAVER, Asst. Gen. Pass’r Agt.
I tried to get a little comfort thinking
the
southern
people
were
the
Valley
Reading Terminal, Philadelphia.
Now it is showing at the fore a WORLD OF
Forge people, but all you want of Val
ley Forge Is about 20 minutes on a cold
day. I t takes all the Inspiration ont of
you.
“Clothes gave o u t Fortunately my
mother had a large supply of quilts.
She cut up one and made me a suit of
clothes. It didn’t fit just exactly like
You will find it a congress of useful, ornamental and senti
a tailor’s cut, but It was comfortable, mental things widely known as Christmas Goods. You will
and my father looked real nice in his
never be puzzled over “what to buy” if you come here. TAKE
overcoat.
“One day my mother said to my fa
ther: ‘The salt is o u t What are you
going to do about it?’ Now, th at was
the most serious announcement that I
heard made anywhere about our house
Great Slaughter in Prices !«Foi during the whole war, except, of Our New Department. In it you will find shoe buttoners, hair
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made course, the announcement at the close
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order of It th at we were whipped. It got ns curlers, tooth brushes, call bells, nut picks, and all the dainty
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the Into more danger than anything else articles in silver so useful to make life pleasant. As this is a new
benefit of these prices,—everything else in th at happened.
department our idea is to have it a permanent one—for the
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
“You have seen th at little saltcellar quality must speak for itself.
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc. on the table and haven’t thought any
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box thing about it, but I want to tell yon It
trade a specialty.
Is one of the cornerstones of civiliza
tion.
Intended as appreciable gifts
W . E. JOH NSON,
Pocket-Books and Purses for
“We wouldn’t trade with the Yan
kees
because
th
at
would
be
helping
—embroidered,
lace, initial, or
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
Ladies and gentlemen from 5c.
the government, so we took the big old
hemstitched,
5c.
to $1.50.
blocks of the smokehouse and the to $1.85.
bench on which we had salted the meat
down In better days, which were more
Children’s Books, Picture
or less saturated with salt, split them
The variety of strong limbed, Books, Books for Boys and
put them Into a pot, boiled and
When in Norristown, Pa., up,
simmered down and got a little sa lt pretty faced dolls embraces hun
Girls, and Books for Older
That gave o u t Then we dug up the
STOP AT THE
Persons.
earth under and around the smoke dreds of different kinds.
house, put It in a hopper, poured water
on it, dripped’lt and got a little brine to
dip the chicken or squirrel In before S A T I N ’ R IB B O N F O R F A N C 7 W O R E .
cooking. As long as It lasted It was all
right, but it gave o u t and my mother
(Opposite Court House).
We have a special lot at special prices for the holidays.
asked w hat we were to do.
Numbers,
from 2 to 60.
-----oOo---“My father said, ‘Well, I reckon we
will have to starve,’ for the spirit that
1 S T First-class Accommodations for Man was In our people was the spirit that
P re tty A r t C alendars. So genteel for an all-tbewas willing to starve if it was neces
and Beast.
year
reminder of the giver. These are ornamental as well as
sary to win success.
practical.
“But
my
mother
said,
‘We
won’t
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
starve.’ She and I soon after went to
Both English and German spoken.
the United States provost marshal’s to
get a permit to take out some salt.
“He said, ‘Madam, yon just step Into
other room and take the oath of al
P. K. G a b le ,.P ro p rie to r. the
legiance, and we will give you a per
mit to take out some s a lt’
W H
I H I
“She indignantly refused and said,
‘Give me a pass to go home.’
“He said: ‘You step into the other
room and take the oath, and we wlllNothing could be more suitable for a gift than a coat or fur
give you a pass to go home. You ought
not to have come here unless you were piece for the neck. We have four kinds of fur pieces—Marten,
-ANDwilling to take the oath.’
Sable, Minx and Bear—at less than city prices.
“My mother stamped her foot In rage
and gave him a terrific piece of her
mind.
In Coats and Golf. Capes we lead the town. Children’s
-AT THE“She lived and died declaring she Coats—warm materials and of approved designs—$1.50 to $10.
never took the oath. She said the
Our selling mark is intended to win permanent trade in all
room was full of people, she heard a
man repeat something, but she finally departments.
Good materials and good workmanship. clinched her teeth and said nothing.
Special efforts to give all patrons of either 'After th at was all over we got the salt
department satisfaction. THE BEST
and returned home.”

5 0 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE

Collegeville, Pa*
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IN BUSINESS TEN TEARS.

Work Done at Short Notice.
Estimates and Information
Cheerfnlly Given.

Address P. 0. Box 477, Spring City, Pa.
-^COLLEGEVILLE^

Carriage-Works!
R. H. GRATER, Prop r.
Have Now in Stock : Corning Elentlc Spring Top Buggy, spring back ; two
Second-hand Runabout Wagons, one Second*
hand Surrey.
All Kinds o f Carriages
and Business Wagons.
Repairing of all kinds will receive prompt
and careful attention.

P A T E NTS,
Caveats and Trade Marks obtained, and ali
Patent Business conducted for MODERATE
FE E S . Our office is opposite the U. 8. Pak
ent Office, We have no sub-agents; all bus!
ness direct, hence can transact patent bus!
ness in less time and at less cost than those
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with de
scription. We advise if patentable or not,
free of charge. Our fee not due till patent
is secured. A book, “ How to Obtain Pat
e n t s, w i t h references to actual clients 1r
your State, county, o? town Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office« Washington, D. C*

